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As female performers of son, the members of Orquesta Anacaona are in dialogue with
gendered discourses about the masculinity of son and with feminist discourses about
music as a space of resistance to masculine domination simply by existing. Son
performance and son scholarship are a “paradoxical space” for the members of
Anacaona: their performance of “masculine” music on “masculine” instruments was an
act of transgression, while some responses to the group (scholarly and otherwise)
reinforce patriarchal structures that devalue women. I examine references to race and
gender in Cuban music through son and through portrayals of the mulata in popular
theater, both of which are relevant to identities claimed and enacted by Orquesta
Anacaona. Using Orquesta Anacaona as a case study, I point out the ways in which
narratives of music in Cuba have subordinated women, especially women of color, as
well as ways in which Cuban women have resisted oppression through musical
performance. In light of the constant presence of women in Cuban music, as well as
inconsistently complete scholarship on gender and sexuality in Cuban music, I conclude
that a great deal of work can be done on gender in Cuban music and that future
scholarship should continue to push toward a third-wave feminist perspective.
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Introduction
“[W]e stood our ground in the face of male chauvinists, who
believed that a woman’s place was in the home by the stove or
working in a brothel.”1 – Alicia Castro, recounting opposition to
Orquesta Anacaona’s performances in Cuba (and elsewhere) in the
1930s and 40s.

I “discovered” Orquesta Anacaona while reading the chapters on son cubano
in Ned Sublette’s Cuba and Its Music. Sublette includes two paragraphs on the
ensemble, describing when it was formed, by whom, and a sentence or two on
the “girl group” trend they initiated. He also states that Anacaona and other allfemale ensembles were popular because they were a novelty in male-dominated
son performance, implying that the quality of musicianship in a “girl group” was
secondary to the perceived gender transgression of female performers playing
“masculine” instruments.2 At first, I read Sublette’s text as demeaning to female
musicians, which encouraged me to look for more information about Orquesta
Anacaona. Though I found the group’s autobiography, transcribed by the niece of
an original member, ethnomusicological sources on popular music in Cuba
contained only as much information as did Sublette’s book, if they mentioned
1

Alicia Castro, Ingrid Kummels, and Manfred Schäfer, Queens of Havana: The Amazing Adventures
of Anacaona, Cuba’s Legendary All-Girl Dance Band, (New York: Grove Press, 2007), p. 10.
2 Castro, 87-90. Also: Ned Sublette, Cuba and Its Music: From the First Drums to the Mambo,
(Chicago: Chicago Review Press, 2004), 426. Sublette describes Anacaona as part of a wave of “girl
groups” in the 1930s and 1940s. However, he and other scholars discuss Anacaona more than
other all-female ensembles at the time. I infer from this practice that there is something especially
significant about Orquesta Anacaona that warrants the attention given them, despite their being
relegated to “novelty” status.
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Anacaona at all. At that point, I reasoned that I had most likely found a largerscale gap in the way that son cubano has been narrativized. Many narratives of
son, including Sublette’s, characterize it as “black and masculine,” a designation
to which a successful, competent, all-female group would present significant
challenges. The ways in which Anacaona appears in narratives on son and Cuban
popular music in general reflect those challenges. That the group is given only a
cursory acknowledgement, if mentioned at all, indicates, among other things,
that members of Anacaona were competent enough as musicians to warrant
recognition and that the current narratives of son are somehow disrupted by their
presence. Son performance and son scholarship are a “paradoxical space”3 for the
members of Anacaona: their performance of “masculine” music on “masculine”
instruments was an act of transgression, while some responses to the group
(scholarly and otherwise) reinforce patriarchal structures that devalue women.
Because the narrative constructed around son cubano includes race,
gender, and sexuality, my examination and critique of that narrative will address
race, gender, and sexuality. The relationship between these aspects of identity is
more complex than a sum of parts, however, and I chose the tools I use in my
critique because they allow me to address the intersections of race, gender, and
sexuality without inappropriately flattening one or more aspects of the narrative.
In this respect, I have found the intersections of Black Feminism, Queer Theory,

3

Katherine McKittrick, Demonic Grounds: Black Women and the Cartographies of Struggle,
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2006), 43. McKittrick defines “paradoxical space” as
a space of both oppression and resistance. Though she is referring to physical space in Demonic
Grounds, I argue that the term is equally applicable to musical performance-as-space and
scholarship-as-space.
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and writings on cultural violence to be highly productive, and I apply these
frames to musical analysis using an approach modeled on those of Susan
McClary and Susan Thomas.4
Black feminism, Queer theory, and theories of cultural violence inform my
reading and critique of the narratives around popular music and theater in Cuba,
from the mid-nineteenth to the mid-twentieth century. I have used Queer theory
and the verb “to queer”5 as an entry point because of the ways in which
racialization is attached to ideas about normative versus deviant genders and
sexualities. I examine references to race and gender in Cuban music through son
and through portrayals of the mulata in popular theater, both of which are
relevant to identities claimed and enacted by Orquesta Anacaona. As female
performers of son, the members of Orquesta Anacaona are in dialogue with
gendered discourses about the masculinity of son and with feminist discourses
about music as a space of resistance to masculine domination simply by existing.
In addition, the Castro sisters’ self-identification as mulatas and their Chinese
heritage are attached to discourses around nationalism and belonging in Cuba.
Using Orquesta Anacaona as a case study, I point out the ways in which
narratives of music in Cuba have subordinated women, especially women of
color, as well as ways in which Cuban women have resisted oppression through
musical performance. In light of the constant presence of women in Cuban
4

McClary and Thomas both use a semiotic approach to musical analysis, identifying musical
material that stands for particular races and/or genders and how that musical material functions
in a larger social context of racialized and gendered signs.
5 “To queer” as a verb references the subversion of gender and sexual norms. This is discussed in
more detail later in the introduction.
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music, as well as inconsistently complete scholarship on gender and sexuality in
Cuban music, I conclude that a great deal of work can be done on gender in
Cuban music and that future scholarship should continue to push toward a
third-wave feminist perspective.

Orquesta Anacaona
The ten sisters of the Castro family formed Orquesta Anacaona in Havana
in 1932. The group was originally conceived as a son ensemble, and the sisters
incorporated jazz influences and instruments into their sound later, after they
had some success playing in the open-air cafés of the tourist district in Havana.6
According to Alicia Castro, her sister Concepción formed the group because
then-President Machado closed the university, stalling her progress through
dental school.7 Castro also cites an interest in singing “sexy” son lyrics as one of
the reasons the sisters chose to form a son ensemble, and she notes that their
father disapproved of this plan at first.8 It is evident from Alicia Castro’s
descriptions that the sisters had some awareness that an all-female son ensemble
would be considered transgressive and that they intended, on some level, to
subvert the gender and sexual norms surrounding son cubano and their positions
as middle-class women in Cuba. Audiences and reviewers recognized the sisters’
queering of gender norms; one reviewer referred to the group with the word
6

Ned Sublette, Cuba and Its Music: From the First Drums to the Mambo, (Chicago: Chicago Review
Press, 2004), 426-427.
7 Alicia Castro, Queens of Havana: The Amazing Adventures of Anacaona, (New York: Grove Press,
2007), pp. 3-. Ned Sublette also alludes to Machado’s periodic closings of the university, usually
in response to some sort of political opposition.
8 Ibid.
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“mulata,”9 a racial term used as a symbol of the Cuban nation and to denote
aggressive female sexuality.10 The Castro sisters embraced the epithet “mulata”
and used it as a self-identification, in the process reclaiming and redefining both
“mulata” and “femininity” in the context of 1930s and 40s Cuba.
Appearances of Anacaona in contemporary writings on son bear a striking
similarity to the reviewer who called the Castro sisters “mulatas”: though authors
recognize the sisters’ transgression of gender norms in referring to them as a
“novelty,” this recognition amounts to a dismissal of Anacaona as a legitimate
part of the musical history of Cuba. In contrast to contemporary authors outside
of Cuba, the Cuban government recognizes the contributions of the Castro sisters
and Anacaona to the nation. In a documentary produced by Ingrid Kummels,
who transcribed the autobiography of Anacaona, surviving sisters Alicia and
Ondina Castro state that, even in the early 2000s, the Cuban government granted
them awards for their participation in Orquesta Anacaona.11 These discrepancies
between the treatment of Anacaona by the Cuban government, versus the
treatment of the group by scholars and other writers outside Cuba, is indicative
of a difference in the type of narratives being constructed about Anacaona and,
more generally, about son cubano. The Cuban government has, especially
recently, been relatively friendly toward gender-transgressive behavior,12 while

9

Ibid.
Ned Sublette, Susan Thomas, and Vera Kutzinski describe the word “mulata” as referring to
more than racial background or appearance. All three authors mention the connection of “mulata”
with an aggressive type of female sexuality, as well as the mapping of the Cuban nation onto the
mulata’s body.
11 Ten Sisters of Rhythm (DVD documentary), 2007, Ingrid Kummels.
12 Leslie Feinberg, Rainbow Solidarity: In Defense of Cuba, (New York: World View Forum, 2009).
10
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scholarship on Cuban music outside Cuba has, for the most part, avoided the
subjects of gender and sexuality. I see this silence on gender as a gap in Cuban
music scholarship, and my work participates in a growing body of scholarship
aimed at filling the gap.
Though I put my work in dialogue with contemporary third-wave and
Black feminist ideologies, the lack of foundational (first- and second-wave)
feminist scholarship13 on Cuban music limits the extent to which I can do thirdwave work.14 In addition, there is relatively little primary source material on
Orquesta Anacaona, meaning that my information on the group is coming from a
limited number of sources. Fortunately, two of those sources are fairly direct
preservations of the voices of original ensemble members: Alicia Castro’s
autobiography Queens of Havana and the documentary Anacaona: Ten Sisters of
Rhythm. The film also includes several sound recordings made by Orquesta
Anacaona, some from the 1930s.

A Brief History of Scholarship on Dance Music in the Hispanic Caribbean
The earliest writings about creolized dance musics in the Hispanic
Caribbean include contemporary descriptions of the contradanza and its variants,
around the mid-nineteenth century. Later in the nineteenth century, critics of
danzón published editorials in pro-Spanish newspapers in Cuba, though these
13

This is not to say that there is no foundational feminist scholarship on Cuban music. Some
work has been published, but not to the extent that first- and second-wave feminist work has
been published on, for example, American popular music.
14 A short history of feminism, with definitions of first-, second-, and third-wave trends begins on
page 11.
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accounts are somewhat less than scholarly. Fernando Ortiz and Alejo Carpentier,
though they shared the same class background as the writers of the anti-danzón
editorials, display a more academic approach to the study of music in Cuba.
Ortiz and Carpentier display somewhat problematic ideas about race and its
relationship to musical production and membership in the Cuban nation, but
these views are fairly typical for their temporal and social positions. In addition,
the ways in which Ortiz and Carpentier write about race have influenced
subsequent scholars of Cuban music and national identity.
Ortiz did some ethnographic work while assembling materials on AfroCuban sacred and secular music, including detailed descriptions of instruments
and playing techniques. Though Ortiz was not musically trained, he employed
assistants to transcribe some of the music described in his work. Ortiz’s writings
include descriptions of Afro-Cuban Day of Kings practices, Afro-Cuban religious
music, secular theater and dance music, and an encyclopedia of instruments used
in Cuban music. Language used by Ortiz in his early works reads as somewhat
racist in the twenty-first century, but, as Gerard Béhague notes in his
commentary on Ortiz, that sort of language was not out of place in early
twentieth-century Cuba. In addition, Ortiz’s writing style changes a great deal in
his later works, becoming much more favorable toward Afro-Cubans and their
musical production.15

15

Fernando Ortiz, “The Bata in Cuba.” Selected from the writings of Fernando Ortiz, transl. John
Turpin III and B. E. Martinez. Institute for the Study of Ancient African Traditions, 1980; “The
Xylophonic Clave of Cuban Music: An Ethnographic Essay.” Ciudad de la Habana: Editorial
Letras Cubanas. Translated by the CUNY Graduate School in New York, NY, 1992; “The AfroCuban Festival 'Day of the Kings'”. J. Bettelheim, ed., Cuban Festivals: an Illustrated Anthology.
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Alejo Carpentier’s Music in Cuba is an account of Cuban musical practices
from the early colonial period through the early-mid twentieth century.16
Carpentier takes a nationalist approach to his music scholarship, engaging with
the discourse of mestizaje that appears in Cuban nationalist rhetoric, as well as
elsewhere in Latin America. The writing in Music in Cuba emphasizes cultural
mixing as the defining feature of Cuban musical practices while eclipsing the
violence that produced the cultural mixing itself.
Building on the work of scholars like Ortiz and Carpentier, some
subsequent writings on Hispanic Caribbean dance musics have problematized
the approaches in early scholarship and have examined it through the lens of
critical theory. Other writers have provided more detailed historical accounts of
musical practices that would have been contemporary to early scholars, while
still others have written detailed analyses of particular instrumental styles.
Scholars taking a critical approach to earlier accounts include Frances
Aparicio, Susan Thomas,17 Robin Moore, and, to an extent, Leonardo Acosta.
Aparicio’s Listening to Salsa pushes toward an intersectional understanding of
racialized and gendered identities in salsa. Aparicio draws on critical race theory,
a version of feminism that toggles between second and third wave,18 and

New York: Garland Publishing Inc., 1993, pp. 8-47; “Los Bailes y el Teatro de los Negros en el
folklore de Cuba.” La Habana, Editorial Letras Cubanas, 1981 [1951].
16 Alejo Carpentier, “Music in Cuba.” A translation of excerpts from La musica en Cuba by Alan
West-Duran. Transition 81/82 (Vol. 9 No. 1-2): 172-228.
17 Strictly speaking, Susan Thomas works on art music in Cuba, though her subject of research,
the zarzuela, was very much in dialogue with popular music. However, since Thomas is not
explicitly a scholar of dance music, her contribution will be discussed in the next section.
18 The various “waves” of feminism – and their presence in music scholarship – will be discussed
in the next section.
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performativity theory to describe salsa as a signifier of particular Puerto Rican
identities. She uses this analysis to complicate previous readings of salsa as a
signifier of pan-Latin identity and to describe the roles of women in relation to
Puerto Rican identities.
Robin Moore’s Nationalizing Blackness engages critically with the mestizaje
discourse surrounding Cuban nationalism in the early twentieth century. Moore
describes the ways in which Afro-Cuban identity, specifically in music and other
arts, was co-opted by the state for the purpose of nation-building. Though Moore
acknowledges that this co-optation resulted in something of a renaissance in the
arts in Cuba, he also emphasizes the violence done to actual Afro-Cubans
through the process of nationalizing their cultural forms.19 Moore’s work is
important for its deconstruction of the mestizaje trope and for its anti-racist
perspective.
Leonardo Acosta’s work on rumba also engages with ideas from critical
race theory. Acosta claims that a fairly large number of songs from Cuba’s
“golden age” of popular dance music are, in whole or in part, rumbas. He argues
that rumberos’ low social status prevented them from being credited for
composing the tunes that were later popularized as dance music.20 Acosta’s work
raises issues around ownership of music and the attribution of “folkloric”
material – like Cuban rumba – to anonymous sources, rather than named
19

Robin D. Moore, Nationalizing Blackness: Afrocubanismo and Artistic Revolution in Havana 19201940, (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1997).
20 Leonardo Acosta, “The Rumba, the Guaguanco, and Tio Tom,” P. Manuel, ed., Essays on Cuban
Music: North American and Cuban Perspectives, (Maryland: University Press of America, 1991), pp.
25-48.
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composers. The erasure of “folk” music composers in favor of anonymous
attribution is a form of cultural violence and part of nationalist processes, and
Acosta is critical of these mechanisms.
More recent, historically-oriented works include Cristobal Díaz Ayala’s
discographies and Si te quieres por el pico divertir…, as well as Fabio Betancur
Álvarez’s Sin Clave y Bongó No Hay Son and Steven Loza’s article on the origins of
son. Díaz Ayala is considered an authority on Cuban popular music and has
compiled discographies of popular and dance music in Cuba from 1898 to near
present-day. His book, Si te quieres por el pico divertir…, is a history of the pregon,
or street vendor’s call, in Latin American popular music.21 The book’s title is the
first line of the son-pregon “El Manisero,” made famous in the United States by
Xavier Cugat’s orchestra.
Fabio Betancur Álvarez’s Sin Clave y Bongó No Hay Son is a history of son
cubano that describes musical elements associated with particular racialized
groups in Cuba and how musicians have combined those elements to make son.22
Álvarez engages with the mestizaje discourse in that his work directly states that
son is a mixture of African, European, indigenous, and Chinese elements. He also
racializes musical elements without problematizing his actions, which leaves his
work open to anti-racist critique. There is no treatment of gender or sexuality as a
social issue relevant to son in Álvarez’s work.
21

Cristobal Díaz Ayala, Si te quieres por el pico divertir...Historia del pregon musical latinoamericano,
(San Juan, PR: Fundacion Musicalia, 1988).
22 Fabio Betancur Álvarez, Sin clave y bongó no hay son, 2da edicion. Musica afrocubana y
confluencias musicales de Colombia y Cuba, (Medellin, Colombia: Editorial Universidad de
Antioquia, 1999).
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There is little scholarship on issues of gender in Latin American music,
but notable scholars include Alicia Valdés Cantero,23 Frances Aparicio and Susan
Thomas. In addition, the existing scholarship does not always reflect the most
current trends in feminist thought and can, at times, flatten race, class, sexuality,
or other social dynamics in favor of dealing with gender. Third-wave and Black
Feminist thought, which have overlapped a great deal since the turn of the
twenty-first century, tend to treat race, class, gender, sexuality, religion, and
other social identities as a complex network of contributing factors in systems of
privilege and oppression. Gender scholarship on Latin American music does not
always reflect this trend in thought and is especially behind on issues of
sexuality and gender transgression, which are typically addressed with the
application of Queer and/or Feminist theories. Ideas about sexuality and gender
transgression are especially important to a discussion of Orquesta Anacaona
because the ensemble performed musical acts that subverted gender norms and
ideas about “proper” or “appropriate” sexuality.

Feminism: Social Movements and Trends in Scholarship
The history of feminist thought in the U.S. and continental Europe is
divided into “waves.” The first wave is generally understood as having occurred
in the second half of the nineteenth century,24 with its watershed moment being
23

Valdés Cantero’s work will be addressed in the next section, on the history of feminist
musicology and ethnomusicology.
24 Sally Haslanger, Nancy Tuana, and Peg O’Connor, "Topics in Feminism," The Stanford
Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Winter 2011 Edition), Edward N. Zalta (ed.),
http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2011/entries/feminism-topics.
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the Seneca Falls Convention. Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony are
important figures in the first wave of feminism, as is Sojourner Truth.25 First
wave feminist concerns included basic human and civil rights for women, for
example voting rights and status as persons, rather than property.
The second wave of feminism occurred in the mid-twentieth century and
became part of the larger Civil Rights Movement in the United States.26
Literature reflecting second wave feminist thought27 had been published before
1950, but the movement coalesced into a large-scale political force around the
mid-late 1960s in the United States. This wave centered on masculine domination
of the public sphere, the erasure of women from written histories, and, in the
political movement, the gap between civil rights granted to men and those
allowed for women. Second wave feminism entered anthropology with Rosaldo
and Lamphere’s Woman, Culture, and Society in 1974, which contained Sherry
Ortner’s essay “Is Female to Male as Nature is to Culture?” The criticisms of
conventional ethnographic methods and objectivist thought28 leveled in this
volume eventually filtered into musicology and ethnomusicology, with feminist
interventions occurring in those fields in the second half of the 1980s.
Women Making Music: The Western Art Tradition, edited by Jane Bowers
and Judith Tick, was published in 1986. The collection is an additive history of
the contributions of women to Western art music, noting the social constraints
25

Truth is also considered to be an important figure in early Black Feminism.
Haslanger, Tuana, and O’Connor, “Topics in Feminism,” The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy.
27 Gloria Steinem, Betty Friedan, and, to an extent, Simone de Beauvoir and Sylvia Plath are
considered to be second wave feminist writers.
28 Michelle Z. Rosaldo and Louise Lamphere, eds., Woman, Culture, and Society, (Stanford, CA:
Stanford University Press, 1974).
26
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and assumptions about women’s musical abilities that prevented their inclusion
in “mainstream” histories of music.29 The concept of an additive history, while
not taking up the more aggressive arguments put forth by Rosaldo, Lamphere,
and Ortner, is a second-wave feminist act because it subverts masculine
domination by making women visible where they had previously been erased.
Ellen Koskoff’s 1989 volume, Women and Music in Cross-Cultural
Perspective, explicitly engages with Ortner’s assertions about the construction of
femininity in “Is Woman to Man as Nature is to Culture?” Koskoff’s introduction
cites and quotes Ortner, and some of the contributors to the volume are based on
Ortner’s theory that the devaluation of women and women’s music is a result of
the association of femininity with the private sphere and with nature.30 Koskoff,
however, modifies Ortner by stating that, though there does seem to be a crosscultural devaluation of women, hegemony is never complete and women’s
musical production is often a means of subverting power structures that devalue
them.31 This nuanced interpretation is related to what would later be known as
border theory.
Other contributors to Women and Music in Cross-Cultural Perspective engage
with what would eventually be known as intersectionality in that they explore
ways in which race, gender, social class, and other identity categories interact to
29

Jane Bowers and Judith Tick, eds., Women Making Music: The Western Art Tradition, 1150-1950,
(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1986).
30 The male body and masculinity, on the other hand, are associated with the public sphere and
with cultural production. (Sherry Ortner, “Is Female to Male as Nature is to Culture,” in Woman,
Culture, and Society, ed. Rosaldo and Lamphere, Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1974,
pp. 67-88.)
31 Ellen Koskoff, ed., Women and Music in Cross-Cultural Perspective, (Urbana and Chicago:
University of Illinois Press, 1989), pp. 1-25.
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influence expectations and rules for musical production. Though Koskoff’s
ideology is rooted in second-wave feminist politics, the incorporation of
intersectionality and border theory in Women and Music in Cross-Cultural
Perspective foreshadows third-wave feminist thought.
Though Marcia Herndon explicitly does not identify as a feminist, Music,
Gender, and Culture (1990), which she edited with Suzanne Ziegler, is often
considered to be an example of feminist work in ethnomusicology. The approach
to gender in Music, Gender, and Culture is based on Herndon’s work with the
Cherokee; Herndon and Ziegler treat men’s and women’s musical production as
complementary and equally important. Herndon’s essay, the first in the volume,
gives a high degree of detail about Cherokee concepts of gender and the
philosophy that both masculine and feminine are necessary for personal and
societal balance. She also complicates binary readings of gender with Cherokee
beliefs about multiple types of masculinities and femininities, as well as the
ability for Cherokee to cross genders or choose to enact particular genders for
particular purposes, often involving the correction of some sort of imbalance.32
Despite Herndon’s skepticism about feminism, her reading of gender has a great
deal in common with third wave feminist thought and later theories of gender
performativity.
Like Women and Music in Cross-Cultural Perspective, Susan McClary’s
Feminine Endings (1991) incorporates elements of second- and third-wave

32

Marcia Herndon and Suzanne Ziegler, Music, Gender, and Culture, (Wilhelmshaven: Florian
Noetzel Verlag, 1990).
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feminisms. McClary’s introduction and her “Beanstalk” chapter, on the explicitly
male sexuality displayed in Western music, lean toward second-wave feminist
constructions of male dominance and devaluation of the feminine, as well as
displaying highly non-traditional readings of musical meaning. McClary’s
writing style, as well, subverts disciplinary norms, employing colloquial
language and applying readings that disregard constructions of music as
autonomous and without meaning beyond itself.
McClary’s final chapter, on Madonna’s manipulation of gendered and
sexualized identities, is a semiotic analysis of deliberate subversion of
expectations around gender and sexuality, engaging with performativity theory.
The chapter on Carmen and Tchaikovsky’s fourth symphony also complicates
readings of McClary as strictly second-wave because of her acknowledgement of
different masculinities and femininities as portrayed through music.33 This
blurring of gender-as-strict-binary points toward third-wave feminist ideologies.
Ruth Solie’s Musicology and Difference (1992) marks the arrival of thirdwave feminism34 in musicology. Solie’s introduction explores theories of

33

Susan McClary, Feminine Endings: Music, Gender, and Sexuality, (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1991), pp. 53-79.
34 Third wave feminism differs from second wave feminism in that it questions the existence of
categories like “man” and “woman” outside of language. Third wave feminists explode the idea
of monolithic masculinity and femininity, using dynamics like race and sexuality to deconstruct
archetypes of “real” men and women. In addition, third wave feminism incorporates postmodern ideas about multiple/partial truths, fragmented identities, and performativity. Third
wave feminism developed, partially, in response to critiques of second wave feminists’ flattening
of race, sexuality, and social class. Third wave ideologies embrace queer (non-normative, not
necessarily “gay”) sexualities and gender identities as a means to theorize larger concepts of
gender and sexuality. Because third wave feminism takes a broad view of gender, third wave
scholars may also incorporate studies of masculinity on the premise that “male” or “masculine”
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difference and states a postmodern approach to truth in the process of compiling
the volume. Solie encourages the reader to find meaning in the disagreements
between contributors and establishes a concept of truth as multi-vocal and
dialogic.35 The case studies themselves subvert notions of binary gender and
fixed identity, which positions the volume as third-wave.
Published in 1994, Philip Brett and Elizabeth Wood’s Queering the Pitch is
an additive history that re-establishes the presence of gay and lesbian identities
in Western art music. The volume is also explicitly a work of New Musicology,
as stated in Brett’s introduction. The editors and contributors to the volume, like
Susan McClary,36 are opposed to the assumption that music has no meaning
outside itself and cannot display sexuality or queer identity.37 The volume
consists of queer readings of Western music that claim works and composers for
the gay and lesbian communities.
William Washabaugh’s The Passion of Music and Dance (1998) illustrates the
means by which nationalism engages with gender and sexuality through the
construction of the nation as a feminine Other and the simultaneous creation of
desire between the male subject and the nation. This desire is expressed through
song and dance, with male performers often appropriating “feminine” musical
is as much a gender as is “female” or “feminine.” (Haslanger, Tuana, and O’Connor, “Topics in
Feminism,” The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy.)
35 Ruth Solie, ed., Musicology and Difference: Gender and Sexuality in Music Scholarship, (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1992), pp. 1-22.
36 Susan McClary, Feminine Endings, pp. 3-34.
37 Philip Brett, Elizabeth Wood, and Gary C. Thomas, eds., Queering the Pitch: The New Gay and
Lesbian Musicology, (New York; London: Routledge, 1994).
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and physical mannerisms as expressions of affect and desire toward the feminine
nation. Thus, desire and national identity are created as performative and
gendered, and the state is given an opening through which to control desire and
access to national identity and citizenship.38
Eileen Hayes’s Black Women and Music: More than the Blues is an example of
non-White, non-middle class, non-heterosexual, and non-cisgendered feminism.
The volume is a collection of essays on Black women’s performances of various
identities through music, proliferating meanings of “Black femininity” and
“Black musical expression” Hayes is also concerned with intersectionality and
the ways in which race, gender, sexuality, social class, trans/cisgendered status,
and other identity categories influence what kinds of identities are sounded and
heard in music.39 In addition to articulating a version of third-wave feminist
politics, Hayes and her contributors are in dialogue with Black Feminism and
Queer Theory40 because they include material on female identities that are not
necessarily White, heterosexual, or cisgendered.
There are few overtly feminist writers in Latin American and Caribbean
music studies, and the versions of feminism practiced by those few writers tend
to be slightly behind the larger trajectories of gender and sexuality studies in
musicology and ethnomusicology as disciplines. Though it was published in
38
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1998, after most feminist scholarship in musicology and ethnomusicology had
fully embraced third-wave feminist thought, Frances Aparicio’s Listening to Salsa
toggles between second- and third-wave feminisms in its treatment of sexuality.
Aparicio aligns with third-wave ideology with her incorporation of racialized
identities into various Puerto Rican femininities,41 but her treatment of sexuality
is hetero-normative and more indicative of second-wave thought than thirdwave.
Alicia Valdés Cantero’s Con Música, Textos, y Presencia de Mujer, published
in 2005, is an encyclopedia of female musicians in the Cuba.42 Though Valdés
Cantero published fairly recently, the feminist scholarship she practices is similar
to the work of Bowers and Tick in that Valdés Cantero is bringing out silenced
voices and histories in Cuban music. The timing of Valdés Cantero’s work,
combined with the type of scholarship she practices, is indicative of the state of
feminist scholarship and, more generally, gender and sexuality scholarship on
Latin American music. Additive histories like Valdés Cantero’s, detailing the
importance of people written out of “mainstream” histories, are markers of the
earliest manifestations of feminism in music scholarship. Writings on the
contributions of other outstanding female musicians in Cuba, such as Maria
Teresa Vera43 or Rita Montaner44 would also qualify as additive histories.
41
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That these first forays into feminism have only hit Latin American music
scholarship in the early twenty-first century indicates that there is still a great
deal of work to be done on gender and sexuality in Latin American music. The
delayed state of gender and sexuality research in Latin American music also
limits the type of work that can be done right now. Because each “wave” of
gender scholarship builds upon previous work and because the foundational
waves of gender scholarship in Latin American music is still being written, truly
third-wave scholarship – work in dialogue with the most recent types gender
and sexuality scholarship in music – will not be possible until more of the
foundation is in place.
Some scholars, like Frances Aparicio and Susan Thomas, have done work
that points toward third-wave scholarship in its incorporation of intersectional
readings of race and gender and in its acknowledgment of sexuality as a category
that influences readings of race and gender. Before the publication of Listening to
Salsa, Aparicio contributed to the 1997 edited volume Daughters of Caliban, a
collection of essays on race and gender in the Caribbean. Aparicio’s essay
includes the reading of multiple, racialized femininities she uses in Listening to
Salsa, as well as an analysis of the shift in tone that occurs when female
performers sing lyrics that objectify the female body.45 Though Aparicio hints at
third-wave ideas about the relationship between constructions of race, gender,
and sexuality, her analysis falls just short of being fully third-wave because she
45
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does not acknowledge the queering46 that occurs when a female singer verbally
objectifies a female body. Because an important component of third-wave
feminist ideology is the acknowledgment and embrace of queering practices – as
a means to deconstruct gender and sexual norms – Aparicio’s silence about
queering practices puts her views on sexuality in the “second-wave” camp.
In her 2009 book, Cuban Zarzuela: Performing Race and Gender on Havana’s
Lyric Stage, Susan Thomas uses semiotic analysis and a version of performativity
theory to show how social understandings of race, gender, and sexuality are
intersectional. Thomas’s case studies of the ways in which particular racialized
and gendered identities are created through musical text and vocal techniques
show racialization as intimately tied to ideas about gender and sexuality, while
perceptions of gender are also tied to assumptions about race and sexuality.47
This understanding of race, gender, and sexuality as intersectional categories has
a great deal in common with third-wave and Black feminist thought concerning
the same issues. However, like Aparicio, Thomas does not explicitly
acknowledge some of the queering practices that come up in her work. Analysis
of particular speech-acts, in musical notation and in performance, as “queer”
opens more space to investigate the attribution of non-normative sexualities to
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racialized bodies and how the application of those traits is both a form of cultural
violence and a mechanism of self-making through the creation of Others.
My work on Orquesta Anacaona is informed by the work of Thomas and
Aparicio in that I treat gender, race, and sexuality as intersectional categories. I
am concerned with the relationship between the existence of Orquesta Anacaona
and gender and sexual norms in 1930s and 1940s Cuba, as well as the ways in
which performing son cubano – which was attached to particular races and
genders – influenced perceptions of ensemble members’ identities. My reading of
Orquesta Anacaona also draws on the intersections of Queer Theory and Black
Feminism as a conscious effort to push scholarship on gender in Latin American
music closer to third-wave feminist thought.

Black Feminism
Within almost all forms of Black Feminism, there is an understanding that
race and gender (and, later, sexuality) are interrelated vectors of oppression that
place limits on what particular bodies are thought capable of doing. This
intersectional analysis was, for a long time, a point of differentiation between
Black Feminism and “mainstream” feminism, and it positions Black Feminism as
a critical discourse, as compared to more “mainstream” anti-racist and feminist
movements.48
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Early Black Feminists like Maria Stewart, Sojourner Truth, Anna Julia
Cooper, and Mary Church Terrell wrote in defense of Black women's moral
integrity and humanity.49 Colonialist discourses dehumanized the Black body –
and especially the Black female body – through processes that mapped physical
and sexual desires and perversions onto non-White bodies in order to create
Whiteness.50
Nineteenth-century Black Feminists responded to racist and misogynist
discourses and social climates by writing in defense of their genders and in
defense of their race. Because racist discourses denied Black women's femininity,
nineteenth century Black Feminists often asserted their femininity in their
writings and also wrote on the value of stable, monogamous, heterosexual
relationships partially as a means to display normative gender. This is not to say,
however, that nineteenth century Black Feminists supported patriarchy; early
writers were also interested in same forms of gender equality that interested
larger-scale (and White-normative) contemporary women's movements.51
Later in the twentieth century, questions about sexuality are more visible
in the writings of Black Feminists, and sexuality is often understood to be
another vector of oppression in the process of racialization. While not all
contemporary Black Feminists agree about the issues surrounding sexuality and
the Black body, scholars like Saidiya Hartman, Omise'eke Natasha Tinsley, Joy
49 Beverly Guy-Sheftall, ed., Words of Fire: An Anthology of African-American Feminist Thought,
(New York: The New Press, 1995), 23-70.
50 Gargi Bhattacharyya, Tales of Dark-skinned Women: Race, Gender, and Global Culture, (London:
UCL Press, 1998).
51 Guy-Sheftall, Words of Fire, 23-70.
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James, and Matt Richardson treat sexuality as another part of the process of
racialization and gendering, and their work directly addresses the ways in which
non-normative sexualities were projected onto the Black body as an othering
tactic. Rather than prescribing “moral” actions by which the Black body may
function in a racist system – as did earlier Black Feminists – Hartman, Tinsley,
James, and Richardson critique the construction of morality itself and analyze the
creation of the Black body as always-already deviant.
Patricia Hill Collins, like Richardson, Tinsley, and Hartman, uses aspects
of queer theory to inform her interpretation of Black Feminism. Collins’ Black
Sexual Politics: African Americans, Gender, and the New Racism gives detailed
descriptions and analyses of the ways in which expectations around race, gender,
and sexuality are created and reproduced. Though the focus of her project is
contemporary race and gender relations in the United States, many of her
theories and models are applicable in broader contexts. In the second part of
Black Sexual Politics, Collins lists images of Black femininities and masculinities,
tracing those images through history and connecting them to the processes of
racialization and gendering that were used to justify the transatlantic slave
trade.52 Collins asserts that the racialization process is dependent on definitions
of normative gender, and that the creation of Blackness is also the creation of a
transgressively-gendered and sexually deviant Other.53 This interpretation of the
52
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interactions between race, gender, and sexuality is in dialogue with Susan
McClary’s analysis of the same issues in Bizet’s Carmen.54

Queer Theory
Queer theory is related to feminist and gender theories and includes queer
readings of texts and theorization about “queering” as a means of Othering and
as a disruptive act. As applied to son cubano and the case of Orquesta Anacaona, all
approaches are appropriate. General theorization about queering is instrumental
in understanding racialization as a gendered process, and reading musical
performances of Orquesta Anacaona as a queering of gender and sexual norms
gives valuable insight into how and why the group has been written out of son
narratives.
Scholars using Queer theory use “queer” as a verb and define queering as
the subversion of social norms around gender and sexuality. “Queer” is also
used as an adjective to describe acts that disrupt hegemonic ideas of gender and
sexuality. The use of “queer” as a verb can refer to self-queering or the queering
of others. The former is usually a conscious act of resistance, while the latter is
used to construct normative genders and sexualities through the creation of
deviant Others. Scholars interested in acts of self-queering as a means to
highlight and deconstruct the power dynamics of gender norms include Kate
Bornstein, Judith Butler, Omise’eke Natasha Tinsley, and Suzanne Cusick.
Scholars concerned with the queering of others as part of racialization include
54
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Kate Bornstein, Patricia Hill Collins, Scott Morgensen, and Susan McClary in the
“Carmen” chapter of Feminine Endings.
Kate Bornstein’s theory of the Gender/Identity/Power Pyramid55 is
illustrative of the role of queer theory in deconstructing racialization as a
gendered process. Bornstein posits that social hierarchies are constructed based
on how closely an individual resembles a hypothetical “real man,” with
dynamics like race, gender, sexuality, religion, age, occupation, marital status,
and ability to produce children influencing one’s position on the
Gender/Identity/Power Pyramid. She locates the source of constructed social
stratifications in gender, and she reasons that other identity categories are
created in service of Western European concepts of “real” or “proper” gender
configurations. Thus, for Bornstein, race and sexuality are means to comment on
how well an individual embodies colonial, Euro-centric norms around the
genders of “man” and “woman.”56 Bornstein’s theories are labeled, by herself
and others, as “queer” because she centers much of her analysis on the ways in
which transgressing gender and sexual norms alter individuals’ and groups’
social status.
The “queer reading” is another mode of analysis used in queer theory, in
which performances and other behaviors are read as transgressing gender and
sexual norms for the sake of analysis. Queering the Pitch, edited by Philip Brett,
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Elizabeth Wood, and Gary Thomas, was the first musicological volume to use
queer readings of both musical and archival texts. Brett, Wood, and Thomas
argue that music is a product of its socio-cultural contexts and that, despite
widespread homophobia and misogyny,57 there is a gay and lesbian aesthetic to
be read in musical composition and performance.58 Combining the approaches in
Bornstein’s My Gender Workbook with the methods of Brett, Wood, and Thomas, I
argue that the Castro sisters’ performances of son cubano as Orquesta Anacaona
queered gender and sexual norms at the time and that this queering would have
been visible to surrounding members of Cuban society.
Cultural Violence
“Cultural violence” is a difficult term to theorize because of the multiple
ways in which acts of cultural violence can be perpetrated. Based on theoretical
readings of Judith Butler’s Excitable Speech and the “Microaggressions” blog, I
define the ways in which cultural violence operates against subaltern groups on
a national level. In my discussion of global theories of cultural violence, I address
issues around belonging, collective social anxiety, and the performance of
identity categories. I also define the concept of microaggression and identify it as
a primary means of perpetrating cultural violence through speech acts. Critical
theories of nationalism, like those proposed by Judith Butler and Gayatri Spivak,
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point to the use of cultural violence as a tool for nation-building and describe the
ways in which rhetoric creates internal Others in nation-states.
In the introduction to her Excitable Speech, Judith Butler makes clear that
speech-acts have as much potential for violence as do more physical acts. She
reasons that, since language creates beings in societies, words have a great deal
of power to control who exists and on what terms.59 Butler notes that naming is
an extremely important part of linguistic self-making and that the application of
a name has the potential to both to fix identity and to open possibilities of
identity. In the context of cultural representation, the role of naming takes on a
large-scale political dimension: the naming of subaltern groups by those with
power and/or privilege is a site for constructing multiple, relational identities
and for maintaining the balance of power through those identities. Butler notes
that the naming of Others is an integral part of self-making and important to the
creation of dominant ideologies. Edward Said argues that the Other against
which the self is made is an empty sign, while Sara Ahmed argues, somewhat
along the lines of Butler’s reasoning, that the Other is not an empty sign and,
rather, is quite full – of all the attributes that the constructed self is not.60
Incidents described on the “Microaggressions” blog exemplify the largeand small-scale consequences of naming to fix identity. The editors of the blog
define microaggressions as “the subtle ways in which body and verbal language
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convey oppressive ideology about power or privilege against marginalized
identities.”61 Thus, the microaggression, as a linguistic device, serves to set a
person or community apart from the speaker and to emphasize the speaker’s
power over that person or community, whether or not the expression of power is
intentional. The content of reader submissions to the blog demonstrates that
representations can be microaggressions, as can be passing remarks and forms of
direct address. It is also clear from the blog that enacting microaggressions is not
exclusive to the “dominant” or most privileged part of a given culture; oppressed
groups can (and do) enact microaggressions against each other. These lateral
oppressions (between marginalized groups) create social hierarchies based on
varying levels of privilege and exhibit a phenomenon similar to
governmentality62 in which oppressed groups internalize and work toward the
goals of dominant ideologies by linguistically wounding each other.
In Who Sings the Nation State, Judith Butler and Gayatri Spivak discuss
statelessness as a form of cultural violence and as a potential impediment to
performing the freedom associated with membership in a given nation-state. The
stateless body exists in spaces controlled by the state and is subject to state
actions, though it is not considered part of the “public” said to be represented by
the state.63 Butler, in a reading of Hannah Arendt, states that women, children,
and racialized Others have historically been constructed as stateless bodies and,
61
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thus, are positioned as “allowable” victims for state-sponsored (if not always
state-perpetrated) violence.64 The exclusion of stateless bodies from “the public”
also excludes those bodies from performing the freedom associated with
membership in the nation-state65 – an exclusion that, in part, makes the stateless
body an “acceptable” target for violence.66
Violence against the stateless body is not necessarily physical; Butler's
Excitable Speech establishes that discourses and individual speech-acts can,
themselves, be violent because of the ways in which they restrict self-formation.67
Physical and sexual violence, however, are often companions to the discursive
violence of both colonialism and national identity construction. A body's position
as an “acceptable” target for violence can also allow it to be used as a symbol,
especially in contexts where discursive violence against the body-as-symbol is
necessary for a state project.
In late 19th and early 20th century Cuba, the mulata was positioned as both
a national symbol and a stateless body. The mulata as a character appears in
literature, comic popular theater, and the zarzuela – a type of light opera with
plots drawn from literature – and, though the identity is not entirely stable across
those representations, portrayals of the mulata do consistently position her as a
product of and target for violence. This violence, however, is depicted as an
64 Judith Butler and Gayatri Spivak, Who Sings the Nation-State?: Language, Politics, Belonging,
(New York: Seagull Books, 2007).
65 Nirmal Puwar, Space Invaders: Race Gender, and Bodies out of Place, (New York: Berg, 2004);
Butler and Spivak.
66 Andrea Smith, Conquest: Sexual Violence and American Indian Genocide, (New York: South End
Press, 2005.)
67 Butler, Excitable Speech, pp. 2-5.
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acceptable and, sometimes, necessary action. The discursive treatment of the
mulata in Cuba is highly relevant to the case of Orquesta Anacaona because the
members of the group identified themselves – and were identified by others – as
mulatas. In addition, a concept of cultural violence is essential to theorizing larger
narratives of nationalism and nationalist music in Cuba because
acknowledgments of cultural violence in nation-building open spaces for the
modification of national narratives.
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Chapter 1: Son cubano and the Mulata (India)
Race, Gender, and Cultural Violence in Cuban Popular Culture
Discourse around son cubano and around the figure of the (indigenous)
mulata in Cuba displays gendered and sexualized constructions of racialized
bodies. These constructions position racialized bodies as bodies out-of-place and
facilitate further dehumanizing acts of verbal and cultural violence. Racial and
gendered power dynamics are enforced through microaggressive speech-acts in
and around music. In addition, representations of racialized and gendered
Others in musical performances are spaces in which collective social anxieties
play out. However, performance can also be a space of resistance, in which it is
relatively safe to transgress established social norms.68 In this chapter, I define
the linguistic and musical devices used to construct race and gender in and
around son cubano and theatrical representations of the mulata in order to
contextualize the social climate surrounding Orquesta Anacaona.
Because constructions of Other-ness in son and in representations of the
mulata use gender and sexuality to construct race, I deconstruct discourse with a
combination of Black feminism and Queer theory. These theoretical approaches
also help to explain how musical performance can function simultaneously as a
space of resistance and violence. Drawing on the work of Susan McClary,
Katherine McKittrick, Scott Morgensen, Susan Thomas, and Patricia Hill Collins,
I describe the construction of race through gender and sexuality and the layering
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of racial and gendered identities in musical performances of son and of various
mulata identities. Though I incorporate Black feminism and Queer theory, the
analysis in this chapter is aligned with second-wave feminist scholarship in that
it is focused on the ways that dominant power structures play out in musical
theater. Identifying dominant power structures and ideologies around race,
gender, and sexuality sets the stage for the study of Orquesta Anacaona in the next
chapter: before examining the Castro sisters’ resistance to social norms, the
norms must first be established.

The Sexual Politics of Race-Based Slavery
The enslavement of Africans in the New World was predicated on the
belief that African people were, somehow, less human than their European
counterparts. This belief manifested as a set of discourses about African bodies
and African cultures, including processes of queering and gendering that were
used to help construct racialized difference. Thus, Black sexuality was invented
as deviant and as an inverse to constructions of “proper” or “natural” White
sexual norms.69 Assumptions of hyper-sexuality and deviant sexual behaviors
were applied to Black men and Black women, and all Africans were assumed
“incorrectly” or “unnaturally” gendered, as well.70 In this particular case, I am
concerned with expectations and stereotypes applied to Black women, but
69
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understanding the ways in which Black women and Black men were gendered
yields a more detailed picture of the sexual politics of slave societies.
Using theory from Foucault and Andrea Smith, Scott Morgensen describes
the biopolitics of settler colonialism and race-based slavery in the New World.
Morgensen is especially concerned with the sexual politics and projections of
sexual behavior involved in the racialization of American indigenous – and later
African – populations. Indigenous and African bodies were racialized through
queering: the genders and sexual practices of the enslaved and colonized body
were constructed as anti-normative, anti-Christian perversions that marked these
bodies for death. Morgensen cites Vasco Nuñez de Balboa's charge of sodomy
against an indigenous king in Panama and de Balboa's execution of that king and
several others by throwing them to his dogs – action considered to be the proper
course for a righteous and pious Catholic Spaniard.71
The process of racialization through queering allowed colonizing powers
and, later, leaders of creole nations to commit acts of violence against racialized
bodies without having to be morally accountable (by their own standards) for
that violence. As a justification for practices of enslavement and genocide,
indigenous and African bodies were designated less than fully human. The
racialized body was constructed as physically, emotionally, intellectually, and
morally inferior to the White European body. Thus, seizing indigenous lands and
killing indigenous people was rationalized as a moral endeavor that was helping

71 Scott Morgensen, “Settler Homonationalism: Theorizing Settler Colonialism through Queer
Modernities,” GLQ: A Journal of Lesbian and Gay Studies 6 (1-2), pp. 105-131.
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to spread “civilization,” rather than being seen as an act of unprovoked
aggression.
In Black Sexual Politics, Patricia Hill Collins describes the discursive
process by which the African body is gendered and sexualized in the project of
making Blackness. The creation of the African body as queer – deviant in gender
and sexuality – allowed for the dehumanization of all African bodies, which, in
turn, was used to justify race-based slavery. Thus, racialization is only
superficially a function of skin color; in actuality the construction of race is based
on assumptions about “natural” and “moral” genders and sexualities and the
creation of those “natural” genders and sexualities in opposition to behaviors
labeled “deviant.”
The construction of Black genders and sexualities as inherently deviant
and anti-normative is different from the ways in which the East was gendered
and sexualized by the West; while the East has been feminized,72 Africa and
African people have been masculinized.73 Collins lists several caricatures of
African bodies, many of which are masculinized and hypersexualized, and some
caricatures are depicted as asexual and/or childlike in their behavior. Aline
Helg’s chapter in The Idea of Race in Latin America describes similar perspectives
on African bodies from Ferndando Ortiz and Francisco Figureas, though both
Cuban writers focus on the inherent “lasciviousness” of the Black body, and
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make no reference to the character types Collins views as asexual.74 There is
something very telling about contradictory constructions of Black bodies as
hypersexual and asexual: such contradictory constructions make processes of
self-making through Othering extremely visible.75
The gendering of the African body as masculine is paired with
assumptions about sexual behaviors: because Black bodies are assumed to be
hypermasculine, they are also assumed to be hypersexual. For Black men, the
masculinization of the African body has resulted in some of the discourses
surrounding machismo in trumpet, tres, and lyrical styles in son cubano.76 In the
case of Black women, masculinizing discourses have constructed an aggressive,
sometimes predatory Black female sexuality that is said to lead White men to
ruin through witchcraft and seduction.77
Discourses about aggressive Black female sexuality and the inherent
ability of Black women to seduce and bewitch White men have led to derivative
discourses that are used to trivialize and justify sexual violence against enslaved
Black women by White male masters and overseers. In 19th and early 20th century
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Cuba, it was implicitly understood that this masked sexual violence against
Black women resulted in the mulata. The mulata, in turn, is discursively treated as
more desirable than a negra (a Black woman) because of her partially White
ancestry and as having inherited aggressive, seductive Black female sexuality.78
These tropes are visible in 19th century comic theater, in son lyrics, and in early
20th century light opera (zarzuela).

Race, Class, and the Mestizaje Discourse
In Marriage, Class, and Colour in Nineteenth Century Cuba, Vera MartinezAlier describes racial and class hierarchies in Cuba and notes that physical color
was, at times, less important than “social color” or “legal color.” “Social color,”
too, is a non-linear function of physical color, social class, and behavior;
“Whiteness” could be bought as well as claimed performatively, provided one
was not physically black. The Castro sisters, because of their somewhat
ambiguous physical appearances,79 were positioned in such a way that their
behavior would greatly influence perceptions of their race. This ambiguity also
allowed them to claim certain racial identities that were, perhaps, more culturally
intelligible than official records of their parentage.
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“Whiteness” in Cuba has several dynamics: social, legal, and physical. I
reference the social and physical dynamics here, but legal Whiteness is important
to the case of Chinese immigrants in Cuba. Though socially “black,” the Chinese
were often physically lighter than “Whites” and were legally considered White.
The sisters who formed Orquesta Anacaona were of Chinese descent on their
father's side, though they hid this very carefully because they wanted to appear
“respectable.” It is also worth noting that the Chinese were completely excluded
from Cuban national identity, though the black body and the mulata were used
for symbolic capital related to the mestizaje discourse.
The concept of racial mixing – miscegenation or mestizaje – appears in
contradictory contexts in Cuba. In some narratives, especially those concerned
with appropriate behavior for White men, White women, black women, and
black men, interracial relationships carried a strong taboo. In the context of
nationalist rhetoric, however, miscegenation was acknowledged as a reality and
even as an ideal. In one of his more nationalist novels, Alejo Carpentier uses an
“Indian mulata” as a symbol of Cuba, thus equating the nation with a racially
mixed body. Carpentier was neither the first nor the only nationalist writer to
make this association, and the musical styles that have, at various times, been the
“national” music of Cuba also hold miscegenation in the contradictory position
of being, at once, idealized and abhorred.
Through representations in music, theater, and literature, the Cuban
mulata came to stand simultaneously for Cuba as a nation and for aggressive,
Black female sexuality. “Mulata” has acquired meanings beyond describing dark37

skinned women, and the word itself racializes, genders, and sexualizes bodies in
the context of music, theater, literature, and nationalism. In Cuba, especially
between the mid-nineteenth century and the mid-twentieth century, the word
“mulata” reflected the values and biases of a patriarchal, slave labor-based
society. Because of marriage laws in nineteenth century Cuba, the mere existence
of a mulata was implicitly scandalous: Black and White Cubans could not legally
marry,80 meaning that children of mixed race were, by default, illegitimate, an
assumption further complicated by discourses around the Black body.

Popular Theater: an Empowered Mulata
In 19th-century comic theater, the mulata character, is portrayed as being
aware of her social position and as using it to her advantage; the character uses
her charms to take what she wants. The mulata of the nineteenth century teatro
bufo81 sang the guaracha, a creolized, strophic song form capitalizing on lewd
lyrics and double entendres, often written as a duet with a male chorus. The
guaracha epitomized the comic mulata as she describes her assertive sexuality and
the attributes that make her an object of desire. The lyrics of the chorus, sung by
a group of men, lampoon the inability of men to resist the mulata's charms, again
pointing to her dangerous sexuality and its deleterious influence.82 The
simplicity and comic nature of the guaracha suited the teatro bufo and its audience,
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Vera Martinez-Alier, Marriage, Class, and Colour in Nineteenth Century Cuba, (Ann Arbor:
University of Michgan Press, 1974), pp. 20-22.
81 Literally, comic theater.
82 Thomas, 40-80.
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and the portrayal of the mulata in this venue certainly served to establish the
character in the common lexicon.
The audience for 19th-century comic theater was the Cuban middle and
lower class, which Sublette understands to have been people of mixed and AfroCuban parentage positioned in the middle of the spectrum of social Whiteness.
Affluent Spaniards who had recently arrived in Cuba (peninsulares), as well as the
negrito character, served as the objects of jokes and would have been both
physically and socially whiter than the Cubans participating in and attending
comic theater performances.
The teatro bufo often engaged pro-revolutionary and anti-Spanish
themes.83 Thus, it is appropriate to engage with the teatro bufo as some variety of
nationalist expression, though it was most popular during a period of colonial
control.84 Further, the teatro bufo was playing on literary representations of the
Cuban nation as an “indigenous mulata.” Portrayals of the mulata in late-19th
century literature and in the 1930s zarzuela, which was based on that literature,
contain much less empowered depictions of the mulata. In these genres, the
mulata is generally written and played as a tragic character, a slave to her
irrational and hypersexual nature.85 It is worth noting that the audiences for
novels and zarzuelas were upper-class, White women with an interest in

83 Sublette, 230-236.
84

Teatro bufo was popular during the middle of the nineteenth century, which was late in the
Spanish colonial period for Cuba and also a period in which the Spanish were violently
suppressing nationalist rebellions led by Cubans of mixed race.
85 Thomas, 40-80.
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defending the “morality” of Cuba and in maintaining hierarchy and distinction
between “respectable” White femininity and “aggressive” Black womanhood.86
Aside from the appropriation and violence involved in creating the mulata
as symbolic the nation, the representation of the mulata in the teatro bufo is a form
of violence; because the authors of texts and music for comic theater productions
(for the most part) were not mulatas, the use of the character is both an
appropriation of identity and an othering tactic.
The stock character mulata is typically written in such a way as to imply
that she is aware of the effect she has on men. Portraying the character in this
way can be interpreted as both violence and a space for resistance. Positioning
the mulata as knowingly and intentionally corrupting men – especially White
men – through her dangerous sexuality erases a man's choice to engage in sex
acts, and this erasure is used to justify sexual violence against women.87
However, this is a rather flat, early second-wave feminist-type analysis. Thirdwave feminists would read the mulata character as something of a subversive
gender role.88 Though she is fairly consistently objectified sexually, the mulata of
the teatro bufo seems to exercise some control and conscious choice about her
overt sexuality. As is the case in Susan McClary’s analysis of Madonna, the
objectification of the female body can be a space for resisting masculine
domination.
86

Thomas, 26-39.
87 Gargi Bhattacharyya, Tales of Dark-Skinned Women: Race, Gender, and Global Culture, (London:
UCL Press, 1998).
88 The reading of the mulata as subversive and resistant is the one that seems to have been
adopted by the Castro sisters, as well as the reading of mulata as a symbol of Cuba.
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McClary describes Madonna’s subversion of musical and cultural norms
as the creation of an alternate discourse, using familiar signs from the patriarchal
establishment. But the meanings of those signs change when used deliberately by
a woman who is conscious of the power inherent in sexuality and physicality.
Because the tropes of desire, tension, frustration, and release are almost always
controlled by men, having a woman in control of eroticized movements and
musical structures -- with full awareness of their meanings -- completely changes
the way such tropes are interpreted.89	
  In a similar vein, guaracha lyrics often
reference the mulata's awareness of her effect on men and her use of that effect
for various social advantages. Furthermore, the guaracha often seems to lampoon
the men who are enamored by the mulata for their lack of self-control.90

Zarzuela: The Tragedy of the Irrational Mulata
Though not officially91 a national music, the late-19th/early-20th century
zarzuela, a type of light opera, exemplifies the development of a musical aesthetic
and a set of stock characters reflecting images of Cuba as a nation. The zarzuela
developed an already-present symbolic language surrounding race, class,
gender, sexuality, and desire and their relationships to the Cuban nation.
The zarzuela's mulata, based on the flirtatious, comic persona of popular
theater and the more serious mulata of literature, represents the same dualities as
89

McClary, 148-168.
Thomas, 40-80.
91 The “official” status of Cuban nationalist musics is something of a moot point, since Cuba was
not its own nation-state until the early decades of the 20th century and also because of
disjunctions between nation and state over American interference in Cuban affairs.
90
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previous iterations of the character, as displayed in the salida, the mulata's
entrance aria. Though the operatic mulata is, in general, more of a tragically
romantic character than her counterpart in the teatro bufo, the salida and the
guaracha share a number of characteristics and, in both genres, the mulata
displays a degree of self-awareness that renders her disruptive behavior
something of a parody.92 This self-awareness makes the mulata an exceptionally
complicated character: she is an object (of desire) and a symbol both of the
beauty of Cuba and of racial decay, but she is also aware of playing these roles,
giving her the power to manipulate those who would objectify her. Furthermore,
it is only when the mulata sings – whether in the context of comic theater or
serious opera – that she displays this self-awareness.
The mulata character in a zarzuela is often portrayed as irrational,
hypersexual, and sometimes shortsighted. In her chapter on the mulata, Susan
Thomas describes musical representations of the mulata’s irrationality. Because
zarzuela is art music, written by composers trained in the European art music
tradition, musical representations of irrationality in the zarzuela bear a striking
resemblance to representations of irrationality in European operatic music. The
musical tropes paired with mulata characters are very similar to those described
by Susan McClary in her chapter on Bizet’s Carmen: McClary argues that strict
diatonicism and tonal resolution are associated with patriarchal order and
structure and, while the chromaticism of the free, chaotic, feminine other is

92 “Parody” is used here in the sense that Judith Butler uses the word in Gender Trouble, that is,
behavior practiced in full awareness of the system by which it is dictated.
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attractive, tonality must always prevail. The obsession with tonal resolution,
then, marks the musical (and real) other for death as soon as there is any
deviation from patriarchal social and/or musical structure. These necropolitics93
play out in the musical structure of Bizet’s Carmen through the interactions of
Carmen and Don José.94
Though the mulata character usually survives at the end of a zarzuela, the
musical devices McClary identifies as markers of Other-ness also appear in
material surrounding the mulata. In addition, the mulata is frequently written as a
mezzo-soprano,95 which is significant because of associations with that particular
voice type in art music. In operas, mezzo-soprano characters are associated with
amorality, irrationality, and promiscuity.96 Thus, the voice type acts as a musical
shorthand and a character sketch for seasoned opera audiences. The combination
of chromatic and highly rhythmic musical material and the mulata’s mezzosoprano voice mark the character as always-already tragic from her entrance.97
Because of academic writings98 that attach gender to tonal resolutions in
art music, it is possible to analyze the relationship between tonality and social
dynamics like race, gender, and sexuality in genres classified as art music.
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Borrowed from Scott Morgensen’s “Settler Homonationalism: Theorizing Settler Colonialism
through Queer Modernities,” in GLQ: A Journal of Lesbian and Gay Studies 6 (1-2): 105-131.
Morgensen describes the concept of “necropolitics” on pages 105-106 in relation to Foucault’s
“biopolitics”: “necropolitics” are the politics of marking specific bodies for death, usually
racialized and queered Others.
94 McClary, 57-59.
95 Thomas, 40-80.
96 Olga Haldey, lecture for MUSC330 at University of Maryland, Fall 2007.
97 Thomas, 40-80.
98 Susan McClary lists musical treatises that attach gender to cadences based on the “strength” of
the resolution in the introduction to Feminine Endings.
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Popular musics, such as son cubano, have less overtly gendered musical
structures and require different modes of analysis. In addition, popular music,
especially after the invention of recording technology, was not primarily
disseminated in printed form, and the lack of musical scores precludes some of
the modes of analysis used by historical musicologists. It is possible, however, to
read gender in the discourse around popular music.

Gendering Son: Constructing the Masculine
The perceived masculinity of son is accomplished through the explicit
gendering of instruments, heteronormative assumptions regarding the speaker
and object in sexualized lyrics, exnomination – the unmarking of dominant
cultural characteristics, and the association of son with Blackness. Trumpet and
bongó are explicitly gendered masculine in discourses around son, through
associations of the trumpet with male virility and the relationship of the bongó to
Afro-Cuban religious practices. Though the tres is gendered masculine in texts
focused on son, there are no explicit reasons given for this gender assignment;
rather, it seems that, because the tres is not explicitly associated with femininity,
it is masculine by default.99 Similarly, the association of son with Blackness makes
the musical genre masculine by default because of the hyper-masculinization of
the African body in Euro-American discourses.
99

In this case, the gendering of words in Spanish is also of interest. The word “tres” is gendered
masculine, as is the instrument. However, the gendering of words for instruments is not always
indicative of the gendering of the instruments themselves. For example, in Spanish, the word
guitar is gendered feminine (la guitarra), yet the instrument does not seem to be explicitly
associated with femininity – at least in Cuba. In yet another interesting twist, the trumpet – which
is explicitly associated with masculinity in son – is a feminine noun in Spanish (la trompeta).
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Son cubano, especially in its early days, is consistently described as the
music of Black men because of its use of sexually explicit lyrics and instrumental
sounds associated with Blackness and machismo. David F. Garcia, Ned Sublette,
Robin Moore, Cristobal Díaz Ayala, and Fabio Betancur Álvarez have all, at one
point or another, referenced the association of son performance with a specific
type of machismo attributed to Afro-Cuban men. Discourse around nationalism
in Cuba, on the other hand, holds that son is a creolized music, a mix of African
rhythms with European melody and harmony. It is important to note, though,
that the nationalist description of son was constructed after it had been embraced
as “national” music and as representative of “mixed” Cuban identity – that is,
around 1920. The earliest accounts of son in Havana date from approximately
1900 and are fairly clear in their negative slant and in their associations of son
with degeneracy and with Afro-Cuban men. The re-narrativization of son as
distinctly Afro-Cuban by authors like Robin Moore, Ned Sublette, and David F.
Garcia, seems to be a deconstruction of the mestizaje discourse from an anti-racist
perspective. Moore, Sublette, and Garcia re-position son as Afro-Cuban and strip
away the mestiaje rhetoric by showing that son was, in its earliest known stages, a
form of Afro-Cuban expression and by showing the ways in which it was coopted by the state around 1920.
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Son is a dance music and a popular musical form,100 both of which carried
negative associations in turn-of-the-twentieth-century Cuba. One of the
precursors101 of son, danzón, was often criticized in upper-class periodicals
because its overtly Afro-Cuban rhythms supposedly provoked immoral behavior
in White youth.102 In turn-of-the-century Cuban society, overtly Afro-Cuban
music tended to be read as polluted or corrupted, especially by the lighterskinned upper classes.103 The association of son with lower-class Black machismo
certainly did nothing to help its reputation as degenerate music for degenerate
people. Son was, at least initially, read as more Afro-Cuban than danzón because,
at the very least, danzón ensembles used European orchestral instruments and
their inclusion of percussion was limited to the more “civilized” method of
playing drums with sticks.104
Lyrical and instrumental styles in son are said to be overtly sexual, and
instrumental techniques emphasize a “hot” or “wild” sound in improvisation.
100 “Popular” is used here to mean that son was considered to be “of the people” and not as an
art music, though the meaning of “popular” as well-known and financially successful also
applies.
101 It is not entirely fair to say that danzón is a precursor to son, since both were being played
around the same time, in different venues and for different audiences. However, son became a
popular dance craze after danzón had been all the rage. It was only through the whitening of
son and the incorporation of the Afro-Cuban into national identity that son could become as
popular as it eventually was.
102 This is a similar argument to those made against ragtime in the U.S. around the same time
period.
103 This is somewhat complicated, as a certain degree of blackness was embraced as part of the
ideal of “mixed” Cuban identity, but this mixed identity was also built on the rather
problematic assumption that blackness was only acceptable when mediated and “civilized”
by mixing with whiteness. As Sublette points out, despite the embrace of mediated AfroCuban influence, musical traditions and other cultural forms that were overtly African were
still taboo.
104 Sublette and Robin Moore make reference to the reading of hand percussion techniques as
“primitive” and African, while stick techniques would have been read as more “evolved” and
as a symbol of a whiter or mixed Cuban identity.
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Though, to some degree, the characterization of son as hyper-masculine because
of its lyrical and instrumental styles is a construction based on the race and
gender of son performers, some of the behaviors characterized as hypermasculine were performed intentionally by musicians who knew how they
would be interpreted. Black Feminists and other critical race theorists have noted
the application of a specific type of hyper-masculinity to Black men, especially
across the Black diaspora. This construction of Black masculinity is characterized
by overt, aggressive sexuality, brute physical strength, and a “wild” or “chaotic”
personality.105

Sounds
Son cubano literally means “Cuban song,” a name intended to differentiate
the style from other Latin American forms also known as son. In his article on the
subject, Steven Loza notes several regional Mexican styles also known as son and
describes how those styles are distinguished from son cubano by instrumentation,
song form, and rhythmic structure. Son cubano itself is described in more detail
by Fabio Betancur Álvarez in Sin Clave y Bongó, No Hay Son and by Robin Moore
in his Music in the Hispanic Caribbean.
Moore's description of the characteristic sounds of son cubano centers on
the interaction between instruments in the rhythm section of a son ensemble: the
clave, the tres, the bongó, and the bass. Son clave, as Moore describes it, is likely a
105 Patricia Hill Collins, Black Sexual Politics, pp. 119-181. Other Black Feminists, including Matt
Richardson and Saidiya Hartman, have referenced these tropes, but I feel they come out most
strongly in Collins.
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derivative of rumba clave and is the central repeating rhythmic cell that governs
all other instrumental and vocal activity in sones; the clave is the backbone and
the building block of son. According to Moore, the use of repeating rhythmic cells
as the foundation for musical forms would have been read as definitively AfroCuban in early twentieth century Cuba.106 Furthermore, the presence of a
musician playing that foundational rhythmic cell – as the lead singers in son
ensembles often did – would have been another sign of overt Afro-Cuban
influence. Son is contrasted here with danzón, in which phrases adhered to a clave
pattern, but with a less overt statement of the clave rhythm. Rather than being
played outright, clave was strongly implied by the timbalero's stick pattern.

Figure	
  1:	
  Clave	
  pattern	
  with	
  the	
  “two”	
  side	
  first.

Figure	
  2:	
  Stick	
  pattern	
  for	
  danzón	
  with	
  the	
  “two”	
  side	
  first.	
  The	
  clave	
  rhythm	
  is	
  present,	
  but	
  
simultaneously	
  elaborated	
  and	
  disguised.

Moore also describes the role of the Cuban tres in son: the tres is an
instrument in the guitar family that is used to outline chords in a rhythmic
pattern based on the clave. As the clave has a “straight” side and a syncopated
side, the tres, too, plays a pattern that alternates measures of playing mostly
106

Robin Moore, Music in the Hispanic Caribbean: Experiencing Music, Expressing Culture, (New York:
Oxford University Press, 2010), pp. 91-102.
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downbeats and mostly off-beats, especially in the call-and-response coro and
montuno sections of a son. The manner in which a tresero outlines chords is also
influenced by the idiosyncrasies of the instrument. The Cuban tres has six strings
tuned in three double courses.107 The two outer courses are tuned in octaves, and
the middle course is tuned as a unison, with the three courses together usually
forming a major or minor triad. Unlike other guitars, however, the lowestpitched course of strings on the tres is positioned where the highest-pitched
string(s) would be on a guitar. Thus, chord voicings on a tres are both limited by
the number of possible notes in a voicing (three) and are, by default, inverted
because of the tuning of the instrument. These idiosyncrasies of tuning and
voicing facilitate the distinctive melodic-harmonic patterns played by the tres,
known as a montuno or a guajeo. This style of playing the tres is one of the
defining sounds of son cubano in the first half of the twentieth century.

Figure	
  3:	
  Tres	
  montuno	
  pattern,	
  starting	
  on	
  the	
  “two”	
  side	
  of	
  clave	
  and	
  outlining	
  a	
  I-IV-V-IV-I	
  chord	
  
progression	
  in	
  G.	
  Notated	
  octaves	
  indicate	
  playing	
  on	
  a	
  course	
  of	
  strings	
  tuned	
  as	
  an	
  octave,	
  while	
  
notated	
  unisons	
  indicate	
  playing	
  on	
  the	
  course	
  tuned	
  in	
  unison.

In addition to its idiosyncratic musical attributes, playing tres can present
physical challenges for a musician. Because the tres is strung in three double
courses, the spacing between courses can be fairly wide, especially if the tres is
made from a converted guitar body and neck. The wide string spacing on the tres

107

This is in contrast to the Puerto Rican tres, which is an entirely different instrument.
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makes holding chord shapes difficult for musicians with smaller to average-sized
hands. In addition, if a tres is made from a converted guitar – as many were – the
neck often lacks the reinforcement necessary to prevent it from warping under
prolonged tension from steel strings.108 The tension of the strings pulls the
headstock of the instrument closer to the bridge, giving the neck a concave
profile, raising the strings off the fingerboard, and altering the intonation of the
tres. The larger distance between the strings and the fingerboard forces a
musician to expend more energy and develop more muscle strength in their
hands to depress the strings. Though there is no explicit statement in literature
around son to associate the physical difficulty of playing tres with the masculinity
attributed to the instrument, it is possible that such associations were made. It is
also entirely possible that the association of the tres with masculinity is simply a
function of the virtuosity required to play the instrument well. Since
instrumental virtuosity is considered a masculine trait, this explanation would
also fit.
In addition to the sounds of the clave and the tres, the pattern played on
the bass instrument109 in son cubano is a sonic marker for the style. The bass
108
Guitars in early twentieth century Cuba most often had gut strings, while a tres would
usually have steel strings. Gut strings are held at a much lower tension than steel strings and,
thus, require less neck reinforcement.
109
The term “bass instrument” is used here instead of simply “bass” because the earliest son
ensembles did not use the string bass as a bass instrument. Instead, bass lines would be
played on a marímbula or on a jug called a botija or botijuela. The marímbula and botija were
abandoned in favor of the orchestral bass around the same time that son became a popular
recorded and radio style in Havana. The string bass was seen as more modern and
cosmopolitan, while the marímbula and botija were seen as “folk” instruments from the
country. The string bass also had the advantage of being able to play more notes than the
marímbula and botija, giving son composers and bassists more harmonic flexibility. (Sublette
333-369)
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pattern in son anticipates changes in harmony and references the clave pattern. In
son cubano, the bass rarely plays on beat one of a measure; instead, the bass plays
on the “and” of beat two and on beat four in a pattern resembling the “three,” or
syncopated, side of the clave. If there is a chord change on beat one, the bass in a
son would change on beat four of the previous measure. Similarly, if there is a
chord change on beat three, the bass would change on the “and-of-two,” in both
cases anticipating the harmonic progression.

Figure	
  4:	
  Typical	
  bass	
  pattern,	
  outlining	
  a	
  I-IV-V-IV-I	
  chord	
  progression	
  in	
  G.	
  

Arguably, the most characteristic sound of son cubano is that of the bongó, a
small set of drums invented specifically by son musicians. Though drummers
playing bongó might reference Afro-Cuban religious drumming traditions, the
bongó itself is not an African instrument, unlike, for example, batá. The bongó is
held between the knees (seated) and played with bare hands in a pattern called
martillo, or “hammer.” A bongosero plays the martillo during the initial verse
sections of a son and sometimes during quieter instrumental solos after the
verses. Though the martillo does not change in relation to the clave – it is the same
on both the “two” and “three” sides – it does emphasize beat four of the measure
by striking the only open tone of the pattern on that beat. The emphasis on beat
four in the bongó pattern lines up with the bass and contributes to the syncopated
feel of son.
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In addition to playing the martillo during the initial verse sections of a son,
a bongosero plays another pattern on a cowbell during the coro and montuno
sections of sones. This bell pattern marks time and adheres to the clave pattern. A
bongosero may also improvise, which is more common while playing the drums
in quieter sections of a son. Typical improvisational figures on the bongó
emphasize the clave and, occasionally, make reference to abakuá religious
drumming through use of a technique called a “bramido.”110 The “bramido” is
played by sliding a sweat- or saliva-moistened finger over the head of the drum
and is similar to the sound made by the friction drum used in secret abakuá
ceremonies. Abakuá is an Afro-Cuban secret society for men only, and only men
who have been initiated into the society can attend the ceremonies at which the
friction drum is played.111 Other Afro-Cuban religions that include hand
drumming are similarly restrictive about the gender of their drummers – though
not necessarily of inductees' genders.112 Because of the bongó's associations with
religious drumming traditions, it is understandable that the female drummer in
Orquesta Anacaona might have caused some cognitive dissonance among viewers
and listeners.113

110
Abakuá religious ceremonies involve the use of a friction drum that is only allowed to be
heard by men who have been initiated into the society. Abakuá practitioners are quite secretive
about their rituals and the friction drum and are also quite serious about the “men only” rule,
which will become more important later. (Sublette, 159-206)
111
Sublette, 159-206 – from his writing, it seems that Ned Sublette has been initiated and
has heard this friction drum.
112
Katherine J. Hagedorn, Divine Utterances. A good deal of Hagedorn's work deals with the
fact that she is a female batá drummer and, as such, is not considered eligible to play at
ceremonies.
113
This reappears in the case study.
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Figure	
  5:	
  Martillo	
  pattern	
  for	
  bongó.	
  Round	
  noteheads	
  indicate	
  open	
  tones,	
  triangular	
  noteheads	
  
indicate	
  light	
  touches,	
  and	
  “x”	
  noteheads	
  indicate	
  slaps.

Figure	
  6:	
  Bell	
  pattern	
  played	
  by	
  bongocero	
  during	
  the	
  montuno	
  section	
  of	
  a	
  son,	
  starting	
  on	
  the	
  “two”	
  side	
  
of	
  clave.	
  “O”	
  articulation	
  markings	
  indicate	
  a	
  stroke	
  on	
  the	
  mouth	
  of	
  the	
  bell,	
  while	
  “.”	
  articulation	
  
markings	
  indicate	
  a	
  stroke	
  on	
  the	
  neck	
  of	
  the	
  bell.

The central melodic components of son build on top of the foundation
provided by the rhythm section of bass, clave, bongó, and tres. In addition to a
lead singer, who often plays the clave, sones typically use background singers
who sing the coro and harmonize with the lead vocalist on the verses.
Background singers may also play auxiliary hand percussion like guiro or maracas
if they are not already playing tres, guitar, or bass.
Around 1920, when son became popular in Havana and ensembles started
to make recordings, top-tier ensembles added a trumpet as an additional
instrumental voice, and other ensembles soon followed suit. Son trumpet playing
is characterized by a bright, brassy timbre with solid breath support and solos
that make extensive use of high notes and fast playing, as a demonstration of
machismo. The role of the trumpet in son, outside of solos, is that of a
complementary voice and a counter-melody against the lead singer. While the
tres outlines the harmonic structure of a son and provides some melodic
counterpoint to the singer, the trumpet is used as a much more overt statement
of melodic counterpoint that does not eclipse the lead vocal, but is certainly in
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active conversation with it.

Figure	
  7:	
  Sample	
  son	
  trumpet	
  figure.

Form
Son, in its simplest form, is composed of several layered, repeating
rhythmic and harmonic cycles – elements associated with African-ness in Cuba.
According to Ned Sublette and Robin Moore, the earliest sones consisted only of
what is now called the coro or montuno section: an improvised call from the lead
singer with a pre-established choral response from the backing vocalists. As son
traveled from the eastern side of Cuba to Havana around the turn of the
twentieth century, the form of sones also changed to incorporate an initial verse
section before the coro and montuno. The harmonic structure of sones, too,
changed as the style developed: the earliest sones used simple tonic-dominant
chord progressions, probably because of the limited number of possible bass
notes on a botija or marímbula. (See footnote on page 49.) After son ensembles
began replacing the botija and marímbula with the orchestral stringed bass,
harmonic progressions became more complex, using pre-dominant chords,
secondary dominants, and occasional substitutions presumably drawn from jazz
harmonies. Elaborated harmonic progressions did not, however, change the
cyclic character of the coro and montuno sections of son. The montuno and coro in a
son typically use harmonic progressions that start and end on the tonic chord,
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with the dominant (or substitute dominant) chord in the middle of the harmonic
pattern, making a cycle much like the rhythmic patterns in the percussion, tres,
and bass. The use of repeating cyclic figures, though, in this case, of Europeanstyle harmony, is indicative of African and, especially, African religious
influence.

Figure	
  8:	
  Rhythm	
  section	
  score	
  for	
  the	
  montuno	
  section	
  of	
  a	
  son,	
  starting	
  on	
  the	
  “two”	
  side	
  of	
  clave.	
  In	
  
addition	
  to	
  the	
  cyclic	
  rhythmic	
  figures,	
  the	
  harmonic	
  progression	
  is	
  also	
  a	
  cycle:	
  I-IV-V-IV-I.

The cyclic harmonic and rhythmic patterns in a son reference African religious
music and contribute to the gendering of son as masculine in different ways.
Audiences that would racialize son would read its masculinity in the association
of African bodies with hypersexuality and hypermasculinity. Audiences familiar
with Afro-Cuban religious practices might gender son masculine because of the
gender segregation in religious drumming.
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Lyrics
In sones with lyrics about relationships, lyrical content tends to consist of a
male singer/protagonist114 singing about a woman of color.115 In almost all son
lyrics that mention women, it is Black femininity that is the object of the
protagonist's gaze, evident in the use of the words “negra” and “mulata” quite
frequently in sones. According to Sublette, some son lyrics about women could
get quite explicit, especially before son was recorded and broadcast on the radio.
In addition, son lyrics about Black women tend to emphasize the irrational
control held by Black women over the male protagonists, referencing the mulata
as represented in the teatro bufo and her ability to manipulate men with her
various charms, as well as the negra-as-witch stereotype.116
It could seem ironic, then, that the Castro sisters, when they formed
Orquesta Anacaona, specifically wanted to sing the “sexy”117 lyrics that objectified
Black femininity. As middle-class, socially White women in 1930s Cuba, the
sisters were expected to maintain some elements of “respectable” White
femininity that did not overtly display any sexuality, let alone the type expressed
in son lyrics. In Listening to Salsa, Frances Aparicio discusses one way in which
women singing about aggressive sexuality toward femininity might be read:

114 Since singing is a performance, it could be said that professional singers are performing in
character, even if the context is not an explicitly dramatic setting.
115 Romantic relationships are not the only topics for son lyrics. In general, however, lyrics in
sones tend to discuss topics of everyday concern, and relationships fall into that category.
116 The black-woman-as-witch trope is visible in a number of European and American art forms,
notably theater and literature. In the specific case of son cubano, the trope appears in the standard
“Bilongo” and is displayed quite explicitly therein.
117 Castro, 37-60.
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Nevertheless, the very presence of female interpreters proposes a
significantly different listening practice from that of songs uttered by
males. When women sing sexist lyrics, the object of the sexism is
reversed.118
Though Aparicio notes that sexism is “reversed” when women sing misogynist
lyrics, she does not directly account for the queering that occurs in this
“reversal.” The overt expression of sexuality in son lyrics is one of the traits that
were explicitly interpreted as Black and masculine in Cuba, and the expression of
that type of sexuality by a woman would have introduced a degree of queerness
in that “proper” and “respectable” femininities did not account for sexuality.
Susan McClary makes similar observations about the relationship between
gender and sexuality in the third chapter of Feminine Endings: the descriptions of
the “Good Woman” and “Bad Woman” archetypes visible in Carmen are based
on representations of race, class, and sexuality. McClary notes that sexuality is a
trait associated with masculinity and embodied desire. The “Good Woman”
encourages mental transcendence of physical desire by being sexually pure,
while the “Bad Woman” displays embodied sexual desire and, thus, is
dangerous to men. In addition, the overt display of sexuality by a woman breaks
the rules of patriarchal order and structure; in effect, expressions of female
sexuality are, by default, acts of queering. Because “improper” gender
expressions and embodied sexualities are also associated with racialized bodies,
audiences that understood women singing sexualized lyrics as a subversion of
118 Frances Aparicio, “`Así Son’: Salsa Music, Female Narratives, and Gender (De)Construction
in Puerto Rico,” in Daughters of Caliban, 262.
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gender norms would, most likely, have also made racial associations with those
acts.

“Black” Son and “White” Son
Since about 1920, son cubano has been narrativized and incorporated into
the myth of Cuba as a nation of harmonious racial mixing. Son was made a
symbol of the incorporation of blackness into Cuban national identity, though
the situation “on the ground” often differed significantly from the official
rhetoric. The characterization of son as Black and masculine still held as part of
the new national myth. However, once son became a “national” music and
spread to the hotels, cafes, and casinos in the tourist district of Havana, as well as
its more “traditional” setting in the “dance schools” and lower-class bars, the
music was differentiated into “black, masculine” and “White, feminine” versions
based mostly on venue and audience.119
“Black, masculine” son was played in lower-class bars, dance halls, and
“dance schools” that often served as houses of ill-repute. “White, feminine” son
was played in the casinos, hotels, and open-air cafes frequented by wealthy
American tourists. David Garcia notes that “black” and “White” styles
developed stylistic differences120 and that the racial identity of musicians was not
a factor in the identification of their musical output. Rather, where one was

119 David F. Garcia, Arsenio Rodríguez and the Transnational Flows of Latin Popular Music,
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2006).
120 Garcia does note some musical differences between “black” son and “white” son, but he seems
to read the differences in venues and audiences as more significant.
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playing and the audience one played for determined the racial identification and,
perhaps, the perceived authenticity/masculinity of one's music. Because Orquesta
Anacaona played “White” son, their musical output would likely have been read
as less masculine than if they had played “black” son. The gender and class
segregation of son venues is also a possible reason for the Castro sisters’
gravitation toward “White” son: because of their social class and gender, the
sisters would have primarily been exposed to “White” son and, thus, would have
defined their desired sound by that model.
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Chapter 2: Anacaona

Alicia Castro recounts the founding of Orquesta Anacaona as, in part, a
means to supplement the family’s income. She tells of her sister Concepción’s
decision to form a son ensemble because her progress through dental school was
halted by Machado’s order to close the university. Though, initially, their father
disapproved of his daughters playing son, he eventually relented and agreed to
manage the ensemble, and he arranged lessons with well-respected soneros in
Havana. 121
By the mid-1930s, Orquesta Anacaona was performing regularly in
Havana’s open-air cafes, venues frequented by upper-class Cubans and
American tourists. The Castro sisters and their father chose their performance
venues carefully, to avoid negative stereotypes of race and sexuality attached to
lower-class son venues in Havana.122 Though Anacaona’s sound was not
significantly different from the sounds of other, all-male, son ensembles at the
time, part of the drawing power for the ensemble was the novelty of young
women playing “masculine” instruments, and, certainly, the novelty of young
women playing a musical style as macho as son.123

121 Alicia Castro, Queens of Havana: The Amazing Adventures of Anacaona, Cuba’s Legendary All-Girl
Dance Band, (New York: Grove Press), 2002, 10-18.
122 Ibid. Castro also states that she and her sisters played music to support their family. Thus, it
seems logical that the ensemble would play in upper-class venues where they could make more
money.
123 Ned Sublette, Cuba and Its Music: From the First Drums To the Mambo, (Chicago: Chicago
Review Press, 2004), 426.
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Because of the incongruity of female performers playing “masculine”
instruments, dominant discourses about femininity in music have been hung-up,
as it were, on the gender of the performers, downplaying the skills of even
virtuosic musicians, supposedly to preserve their femininity.124 Using critical
theory about race and gender, especially as related to music production and
reception in the Caribbean, I explore the ways in which the Castro sisters
navigated racialized and gendered stereotypes to preserve their social status.
This navigation of cultural norms is especially evident in the case of the Castro
sisters’ manipulation of stereotypes in the performance of son, partially through
their chosen venues and audiences,125 as well as through their behavior.126
Though the Castro sisters’ performance of son as Orquesta Anacaona was an
act of gender transgression and resistance, their manipulation of behavioral
norms and their reclaiming of particular racialized terms allowed them to enjoy a
great deal of success in Cuba and abroad. This success reflects more than
“novelty” in performances of son by Anacaona; the group’s name could not have

124 Susan McClary, “Introduction: A Material Girl in Bluebeard’s Castle,” in Feminine Endings:
music, gender, and sexuality, Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1991. Though Susan
McClary is primarily concerned with European-style art music in Feminine Endings, her
comments about dominant discourses and the role of the feminine in music are echoed in Susan
Thomas’ writings on Cuban Zarzuela, and a relative of McClary’s argument also appears –
though implied – in the work of Frances Aparicio.
125 David F. Garcia, Arsenio Rodríguez and the Transnational Flows of Latin Popular Music,
Philadelphia, Temple University Press, 2006.
126 Verena Martinez-Alier, Marriage, Class and Colour in Nineteenth-Century Cuba: A Study of Racial
Attitudes and Sexual Values In a slave Society, Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1974.
Martinez-Alier makes no specific mention of Anacaona, but her descriptions of a certain degree
of behavior- and class-based racial fluidity in chapter five of the book support notions that
behavior can alter perceived status, if physical color is within a certain range.
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survived in common discourse for eighty years127 based on “novelty.” Rather,
Anacaona is an important part of the history of son because of its members’ talent
and professionalism; that the members are women is secondary. The gender of
Anacaona’s members only becomes a primary concern because narratives of son
constructed outside Cuba have trivialized the contributions of female musicians
in general and Anacaona specifically. In this chapter, I examine the ways in which
the Castro sisters subverted social norms by playing son, and I argue that these
subversive behaviors are the reason that narratives of son have been unable to
completely account for Orquesta Anacaona.

Brief Notes on Women Making Music
The publication of the first volumes of feminist musicology and
ethnomusicology in the mid-1980s mark the start of a somewhat systematic
documentation of the roles of women in musical production, as well as a critique
of institutions, scholars, and narratives that have focused on the work of men to
the exclusion of women. Ellen Koskoff’s introduction Women and Music In CrossCultural Perspective proposes that women’s musical production predominantly
functions as a means of resisting and/or subverting existing gender norms,
rather than reifying gendered spaces. Koskoff and the other contributors to the
volume investigate the socio-cultural consequences of women’s subversion of

127 Castro, 15. Castro is referring to contemporary incarnations of Anacaona, comprised of
members who are not part of the Castro family. The sisters handed over control of the group in
the 1980s and passed the name on to the new musicians. It is Castro and her sisters, however,
who continue to receive awards from the Cuban government.
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gender norms through music, including the consequences if that music is made
in public. Jane Hassinger’s chapter in the volume, on an all-female jazz vocal
ensemble, is especially appropriate to a discussion of Anacaona and the son
narrative because there are similar issues in play.
Jane Hassinger’s chapter on the Boswell Sisters in Women and Music in
Cross-Cultural Perspective examines the work of a White female jazz ensemble in
the broader contexts of social norms among jazz musicians and acceptable
behavior for young White women -- a framework that hints at the concept of
intersectionality, though that term is not used. Hassinger is careful to note the
social position (White, female, young, middle-class) of the Boswell Sisters and
how that position should have restricted their musical vocabulary had the sisters
been “well-behaved” women, as well as the ways in which the sisters’ refusal to
be “well-behaved” made their performances and recordings more successful. The
sisters’ use of extended jazz harmonies, “black” inflection, and harmonized
“scat” solos produces a dissonant image, when combined with their social
position, but this dissonance exposes the constructions and assumptions
surrounding race, jazz, and gender.128
The case of Orquesta Anacaona parallels that of the Boswell Sisters in that
both ensembles performed a style of music that was typically not associated with
their racial and gender configurations and both ensembles simultaneously
embodied and transgressed gender norms. For the Castro sisters, performing
128

Jane Hassinger, “Close Harmony: Early Jazz Styles in the Music of the New Orleans Boswell Sisters,”
in Women and Music in Cross-Cultural Perspective, Ellen Koskoff, ed., (Urbana and Chicago: University
of Illinois Press, 1989), pp. 195-202.
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with Orquesta Anacaona on instruments labeled “masculine” and singing lyrics
that sexualized the female body was a consciously transgressive act, while their
efforts to maintain the appearance of respectable young women were a means to
retain social legibility and an expression of the same professionalism practiced
by all-male groups at the time. Katherine McKittrick theorizes similar situations,
in which women of color simultaneously subvert dominant ideologies and are
oppressed by them, as “paradoxical spaces.”129
In the second chapter of Demonic Grounds, McKittrick defines paradoxical
space as a space of both oppression and resistance in a reading of Linda Brent's
slave narrative.130 As a female slave, Brent was positioned along two intersecting
axes of social oppression and, thus, as a body out-of-place. In Brent's narrative, as
summarized by McKittrick, Brent is able to hide in a garret in one of the
buildings on her master's plantation. McKittrick frames Brent's garret as a
paradoxical space: though the garret was a space of some freedom and resistance
in that it removed Brent from the gaze and control of the master, she was also
physically confined to a small space – a space in which she could not even stand
up. Thus, for Linda Brent, the garret proved, physically, to be a space in which
she was both free and restricted. Paradoxical space, however, is not limited to
physical space; I argue that performance of son Cubano was a paradoxical space
for the members of Orquesta Anacaona, in which they were able to perform

129

McKittrick, 43.
37-65.

130 McKittrick,
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freedom while also being subject to a degree of social oppression and while
being complicit in other forms of social oppression.
By the 1930s, son had become a symbol of Cuban identity, to the point that
it was no longer solely played by and for Afro-cuban men in lower-class venues.
David F. Garcia and Ned Sublette note the existence of all-White dance bands in
upscale venues playing arrangements of son compositions, as well as American
jazz, for American tourists and the White Cuban upper class. It is in this context
– that of the upscale venue with an upper-class, White audience – that Orquesta
Anacaona performed, and it is in this context that the Castro sisters expertly
manipulated their image. In Alicia Castro’s accounts of reception of Orquesta
Anacaona, as well as her account of the group’s formation, there are several
instances of Castro mentioning that playing son and specifically playing tres and
bongó was something that girls simply did not do, but Castro also mentions the
care the sisters took to always maintain a respectable and appropriately feminine
image in public in order to protect their father’s and their own reputations.131
At this point, it is important to note both Castro’s self-identification of
hers and her siblings’ race, as well as the public images they presented, on
multiple levels. In the opening chapters of Queens of Havana, Castro tells her
family history, noting her father’s Chinese ancestry and her mother’s ambiguous
– but probably mixed European and African – heritage.132 As a result of this
mixed background, Alicia Castro notes that she and her sisters were somewhat

131

Castro, 21-60.
132 Castro, 21-36.
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racially ambiguous, which they used to their advantage: in her recounting of
Anacaona’s formation, Castro describes some of the popular descriptions of the
sisters as “Indian mulatas.” Though the sisters did not engage in stereotypically
mulata behaviors, their appearance, and the general tendency to sexualize a
female performer133 may have contributed to this categorization. However,
Alicia Castro and Ned Sublette both state that the “Indian” associations for
Anacaona were encouraged, most likely because “Indian” was a somewhat more
prestigious racial category than “Chinese”134 (which the sisters were) and
because, as Sublette says, the name Anacaona was “in the air” at the time.135
The term “Indian mulata,” used to refer to members of Anacaona, engages
with Cuban nationalist rhetoric around son, race, and gender, and it references an
established symbol of Cuban national identity as a mix of White, indigenous, and
Afro-Cuban.136 The symbolic meaning of the Indian mulata shaped and was
shaped by musical and literary traditions associated with nationalism in Cuba –
traditions and contexts that would have been familiar to the members of
Anacaona and their audiences in the 1930s.

133 McClary, 3-34. And Frances Aparicio in her contribution to Daughters of Caliban.
134 Martinez-Alier, 79-79.
135 Sublette, 426-427. Anacaona the historical figure was an indigenous princess or queen from
the neighboring island of Hispaniola. In Cuba, she is a symbol of the indigenous element of
national identity. When the indigenous identity is attached to the symbolic mulata, the result is an
imagined embodiment of the Cuban nation.
136 Mixed Cuban identity is discussed in the previous chapter. In brief version, Cuban identity is
constructed as a mixture of the indigenous, the African, and the European, which is said to be
embodied in the persona of the Indian mulata. This is drawn largely from Vera Kutzinski’s
critique of Alejo Carpentier’s novels in Sugar’s Secrets. Carpentier is known as a nationalist author
of fiction and of histories, including a history of Cuban music that participates in mythologizing
“mixed” Cuban identity.
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The Castro Sisters’ Version of Mulata
The reviewer who referred to the Castro sisters as “Indian mulatas” after
hearing a performance by Anacaona was calling attention to the sisters’
subversion of gender norms in and around son.137 Using the word mulata,
especially in conjunction with a reference to the indigenous, also referenced the
sisters’ physical appearance and, perhaps, their skill in playing son. Son was
marked as masculine because its instrumental and lyrical styles used signs
attached to Afro-Cuban machismo. Middle-class, socially White women using
these signs upended expectations of gendered behavior and created a queer
musical space. The reviewer’s use of the term “mulata” serves as a recognition of
that queer space.
That the Castro sisters chose to embrace the term “mulata,” rather than
shying away from its associations, demonstrates their intentional blurring of
gender and sexual norms in music as well as their willingness to use certain
attributes of the mulata character to their advantage. The Castro sisters’ mulata
embodied, at once, attributes of “respectable” White femininity and subversive
references to “aggressive” Black female sexuality. Their mulata was empowered
and seemed to consciously manipulate people and situations to achieve an end.
The Castro sisters’ reference to the empowered mulata of 19th-century comic
theater, combined with a degree of “respectable” middle-class femininity,
articulated the mulata as a Cuba that was empowered, respectable, and a danger

137

More detail in previous chapter.
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to colonial interests – an interpretation which was allowed and facilitated by
their opening of a musical queer space.
The Castro sisters created musical queer spaces through their
performances of sexualized lyrics in son cubano and by playing tres, bongó, and
trumpet.138 Rather than rendering their performance culturally and socially
unintelligible, the queering of musical and gender norms in performances of son
by Orquesta Anacaona allowed for redefinition and reinscription of the meaning
of son and other symbols of Cuban identity. Thus, the musical queer space was a
space of resistance for the Castro sisters, as well as a space for the negotiation of
identity. However, negotiation and resistance were limited to the queer space
created by performance. The Castro sisters’ off-stage behavior was carefully
calculated to fit within expectations and images of “respectable” femininity, and
it was this “respectability” that allowed for the creation of queer spaces through
performance.
In addition to her statement about encountering and resisting sexism in
Havana’s music scene,139 Alicia Castro also states that she and her sisters had to
be careful about where they played, where they were seen, how they dressed,
and other outwardly visible details in order to maintain status as respectable
women. At first the sisters’ father was very much opposed to their playing son
because of the masculinity of the style and the overtly sexual content of most son
lyrics; he later changed his mind when his daughter convinced him that an all-

138
139

See previous chapter.
Castro, 10.
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female son septet would be extremely popular and a good business venture. This
persuasion was accomplished through the Castro sisters’ attention to performing
only in upper-class spaces and for predominantly White audiences,140 making
their performance of son of the “White” and “feminine” variety described by
Garcia.141 This Whitened performance, as well as the young age of the Castro
sisters142 mitigated the transgressive nature of a son performance by women of
color.
Based on Alicia Castro’s statements about the reception of Anacaona and
about having to take care to maintain “respectable girl/woman” status, it seems
that discourses surrounding music are more about the performance of identity
than about the specific sounds produced. Considering this phenomenon, the
Castro sisters’ expert manipulation of racialized and gendered identities for
associated social capital seems to be part of their performance of son as much as
the sounds themselves. This is not to say, however, that the sounds produced by
Orquesta Anacaona are irrelevant or uncharacteristic of professional son ensembles
in the 1930s. On the contrary, the ensemble’s sound is quite characteristic of
professional son at the time, with the notable exception that the vocals sit in a
higher register than would most male singers. The attached transcription of the

140 Castro, 37-60.
141

See previous chapter.
142 Susan Thomas notes that it was considered improper for a woman to continue to perform in
public after being married and/or having children. Thus, it was predominantly younger women
who performed professionally.
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introduction to “Bésame Aquí,” (1937)143 displays similar uses of tres, bongó, and
trumpet to a recording of the son standard “Bilongo” from 1934.

143

There is also an Arsenio Rodríguez song with the title “Bésame Aquí,” but it is a completely
different song. Anacaona’s version of “Bésame Aquí” is fairly up-tempo and in a minor key, while
the Arsenio Rodríguez song is much slower and in a major key. There are also differences in
lyrical content and the melodies do not appear to be related. However, some sources do represent
the Anacaona “Bésame Aquí” as being a cover version of the Arsenio Rodríguez “Bésame Aquí.”
This could have been done for a variety of reasons, with simple ignorance being an entirely
possible solution. The Anacaona version of “Bésame Aquí” is credited to Gelasio Dolls.
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The similarities in usage of the tres, bongó, and trumpet – the identifying
instruments of 1930s son – show that the musical genre was reasonably codified
by that point and that the Castro sisters knew and could execute the musical
behaviors necessary to play son.144
Anacaona’s version of “Bésame Aquí” transgresses gender norms because
the lyrics display overt sexuality and because of the strong presence of
“masculine” instruments in the ensemble’s sound. The overt display of sexuality
by women is a subversive act because hegemonic constructions of femininity,
including those in Cuba,145 disallow any sort of sexual desire as a feminine trait.
Thus, singing “Bésame aquí” (literally, “kiss me here”) is an act of resistance to
dominant discourses that construct femininity and womanhood as asexual. The
prominence of tres, bongó, and trumpet on the recording is both an act of
resistance and a sign of the Castro sisters’ commitment to professional
musicianship. Female musicians prominently displaying virtuosity on
“masculine” instruments subverts dominant constructions of femininity because
women’s virtuosity directly challenges assumptions that virtuosity is a masculine
trait. In this particular case, the Castro sisters are also indicating that they
privilege musical professionalism over adherence to gender norms: the
prominent display of virtuosity on tres, bongó, and trumpet is a defining feature
of son. The avoidance of virtuosity on a recording, as a concession to gender
norms, would have translated to a less professional sound for Orquesta Anacaona.
144

Alicia Castro states repeatedly in Queens of Havana and in Ten Sisters of Rhythm that she and
her sisters took lessons with well-respected, professional soneros.
145 Thomas, 26-39.
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Orquesta Anacaona and the Indigenous
The Castro sisters’ representation of indigenous Cubans in the choice of
the name “Anacaona,” as well as the invisibility of their Chinese-Cuban heritage
in their public personas, illustrates racial issues more complicated than questions
of Blackness and Whiteness. The association of indigenous identity with the
Cuban nation gave the identity a degree of symbolic value, at least in abstract
form. In using the name Anacaona, the Castro sisters were referencing the idea of
indigenous identity, while remaining distant from indigenous people. This
reflects a type of appropriation that has been identified as violence by Andrea
Smith.146 While this claim of violence is legitimate – appropriations of identity
are microaggressions – it does not diminish the feminist work done by Orquesta
Anacaona. Playing son and identifying as mulata, with or without the addition of
indigenous identity, was a statement in opposition to hegemonic ideas about
how “real women” look and act. Thus, the Castro sisters’ embrace of the “Indian
mulata” identity applied to them is both a feminist reclaiming of the term and
their own claim on Cuban national identity.

146

Andrea Smith, Conquest: Sexual Violence and American Indian Genocide, (New York: South End
Press, 2005), pp. 119-136.
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Conclusions: Toward Third-Wave Feminism
The case of Orquesta Anacaona highlights the dangers in narrativizing
musical styles and identities in ways that assume particular configurations of
gender, sexuality, race, and other social categories. In addition, inserting Orquesta
Anacaona into narratives of son in a more substantive way opens possibilities for
thinking about Cuban music and Cuban identity. The Castro sisters have been
excluded from discourse on son because their gender, combined with their
professionalism and overtly expressed sexuality, poses a problem for those with
an interest in maintaining patriarchal models of Cuban national identity and
musical production. In addition, the ways that Orquesta Anacaona has been
included in some narratives of son as a “novelty” makes apparent the patriarchal
structure of those narratives in the obvious manipulation of data to serve a preconceived theory.
In order to give a full picture of the complexities of Cuban identity and
Cuban music in the 1930s, narratives of son must account for plurality and must
read all discourse in and around music critically. Though some accounts of son –
those that deconstruct the narrative of “mixed” identity – are critical of
discourses around race, critical readings of gender and sexuality are lacking in
scholarship on Cuban music. This is strange considering the ways in which
gender and sexuality are involved in racialization, as well as the fairly important
role of women in early twentieth-century Cuban society. In the second chapter of
Cuban Zarzuela, Susan Thomas notes that women, especially upper- and uppermiddle-class women, played a relatively large role in art music in Cuba, as well
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as in Cuban society as a whole. The disproportionately small number of women
appearing in narratives of son is, then, not representative of the gender dynamics
in pre-Revolution Cuba. A revision of these narratives that accounts for the
presence and actions of women would, therefore, drastically change the story.
Changing narratives of Cuban popular music to be more inclusive of all
identities requires a great deal more work than what has been done here.
Orquesta Anacaona is but one example of socially important music-making that is
not entirely covered by existing narratives. Other “girl groups” that participated
in the “boom” of all-female ensembles during the 1930s are sites for new
scholarship on the contributions of women to Cuban popular music and for
examining other manifestations of resistance to racial, gender, and sexual norms
in pre-Revolution Cuba.
Scholars of pre-Revolution Cuba might also find productive spaces for
research in work similar to Saidiya Hartman’s Lose Your Mother and “Venus in
Two Acts.” In these works, Hartman presents narratives of the slave trade in
which she fills in blank spaces in archives. Lose Your Mother describes the
violence in the treatment of enslaved Black families and the separation of couples
and of children from parents. Hartman reconstructs a family tree from oral
histories and limited archival information, telling stories of what might have
happened at various points in the family's history.147 “Venus in Two Acts” is a
similar retelling of a brief entry in an archive about the death of two women on a

147
Saidiya Hartman, “The Family Romance” and “Come, Go Back, Child,” in Lose Your
Mother: A Journey Along the Atlantic Slave Route, Farrar, Straus and Giroux. Pp. 76-83; 84-100.
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slave ship. In constructing a longer narrative, involving a somewhat
romanticized relationship between the two women, Hartman reclaims humanity
for the women and re-creates their memory.148 Though the act of writing a
counter-narrative does not directly effect sweeping systemic changes, there is
some power in re-inscribing the humanity of people whom history has
remembered in dissatisfying ways.
Though it is difficult for American scholars to do work on post-Revolution
music in Cuba, musical production post-1959 is, potentially, a very rich site for
scholarship because of Revolutionary ideas about identity politics. Scholarship
focused on race, gender, and/or sexuality in post-Revolution Cuba would
encounter the ways in which differing ideologies on sameness and difference
collided when the Soviet Union began supporting Cuban Revolutionaries.
Current, post-Soviet-influence constructions of identity politics and their
relationship to music could also be a highly productive area for third-wave and
Black feminist scholarship.
In addition to the areas mentioned above, foundational gender
scholarship on music in Cuba is still under-represented. Comprehensive firstand second-wave feminist readings of the musical history of Cuba will facilitate
third-wave (and, possibly, beyond third-wave) counter-narratives and
scholarship on pre- and post-Revolution practices around music and identity.
Additionally, first- and second-wave feminist scholarship has value in itself: reasserting the importance and humanity of women and other oppressed people
148

Saidiya Hartman, “Venus in Two Acts,” Small Axe 26: 1-14.
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draws attention to cultural violence and begins the process of recovery from that
violence. Full recovery, however, requires third-wave work that questions all
identity categories.
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